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CENTRAL WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY 
Presiding Officer: 
Recording Secretary: 
Hugh Spall 
Marsha Brandt 
Meeting was called to order at 3:10p.m. 
FACULTY SENATE MEETING- MAY 15,1996 
ROLLCALL 
Senators: 
Visitors: 
All Senators ·or their Alternates were present exc·ept Hackenberger, Myers, Starbuck, and Weyandt 
Clara Richardson, Beverly Heckart, Peter Burkholder, Michael Chinn, Carolyn Wells, Gerald Stacy, 
Robert Jacobs, Desi Gaines, Jim Cadello, Kelton Knight, Dan Ramsdell, Michael Launius, Amy 
Peterson, Barry Donahue, John B ..... . 
CHANGES TO AGENDA 
APPROV:AL OF MINUTES 
*MOTION NO. 3069 Ken Gamon moved and Luetta Monson seconded a motion to approve the minutes of the April 
24, 1996, Faculty Senate meeting as changed: page 1, Chair's Repc:>rt: Motion #3066: Sid NesselroadMorris Ueeeleeleet' 
moved ... to express its appreciation of the contribution of Sue Tirotta .... 
Motion passed. 
COMMUNICATIONS 
REPORTS 
1. CHAm 
*MOTION 3070: Bobby Cummings moved and Ken Gamon seconded a motion to approve the membership 
of the 1996-97 Faculty Grievance Conimittee, as follows: 
Reports to: President 
Purpose: Resolve, by informal means; specific grievances, disputes or conflicts of faculty members and recommends 
action to the President. (Members appointed by the Faculty Senate Executive Committee and ratified by 
the Faculty Senate.) 
Membership: 6 faculty (3 regular members and 3 altem11tes) 
REGUU\R. MEMBERS: 
James R Brown, Jr., faculty (Political Science) (3 yrs) 
Nancy Jurenka, faculty (reacher Ed) (2 yrs) 
Patrick O'Shaughnessy, faculty (Accounting) (1 yr) 
ALTERNATE MEMBBRS: 
Stephen Schepman, faculty(Psychology) 
Catherine Bertelson, faculty (BEAM) 
Corwin King, faculty (Communication) 
Motion passed. 
(3 yrs) 
(2 yrs) 
(1 yr) 
-Jim Haskett has some money for designing a web page template for the university. 
-On Wednesday and Thursday, May 22 (Spokane) & 23 (Seattle), 1996, there will be a public hearing by the HEC Board 
at1d members of the Student Financial Aid C0mmittee on preliminary recommendations for student financial aid policy. 
2. PRESIDENT 
-President Nelson distributed a general description of Central's proposed budget for 1997. The handouts 
represented various scenarios at looking at Central's budget and interpreting the revenue. It was pointed out the 
enr0llment history is "flat." Handouts included internal allocation figures, provost allocations to the various departments 
(both supplemental and regular ·appropriations), enrollment support allocations (showing how the FTE enrollment goal 
of 256 will augment the supplemental budget), and operating budget instructions. 
3. ACADEMIC AF1'AIRS COMMI'ITEE 
No Report 
4. BUDGETCONUM~E 
No Report 
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5. CODE COMMTITEE 
MOTION #3071: Beverly Heckart moved approval of the changes to the Faculty Code of Personnel 
Policy and Procedure, as follows: 
I. ISSUE OF APPOINTMENTS 
APPOINTMENTS- ACADEMIC RANK AND DESIGNATIONS 
4.30 Academic Rank- Mlnimum Quailllcatlons 
B. The following ar~ regarded as ·the minimum qu:tilllcntions for rnrik lllld It is recognlzed that at llllY given time, a 
slgniflcnnt number of faculty members will qunllfy for promotion according to these minimol standards. Evoluation 
of profcsslonolncademlc experience sholl be at the d lscretlon of the provost nnd vice president for academic affnJn,.!!!!!!. 
shall lie Inserted In tl1e faculty member's original contract with the universltv, subject to the grlevnnce procedures of 
this code (BT Motion 6330, 6/15190]: ' 
Rationale: Manyfacu/!y member! complam tilaJ inconsistency has arise11 amo1tg tlte memlters of the faculty concerning the academic 
experience nudedfor IJ!nure andpromotU)II. II is dre hope of the Cock Commillee that some. consistency of treatment will 
eventuaUy arise if the evaluation of academic experience occurs in tire original cotl/raCL 
II. PHASED RETIREE PARTICIPATION 
2.20 Rights of Faculty 
A. All faculty, as defined in Section 2.10 of this Faculty Code, shall be eligible to vote in faculty meetings nnd In all 
unlvenity faculty elections and faculty-wide votes conducted by the Faculty Senate. Part-time faculty (not Included in 
Sedlon 2.10), phased retirees, and student representatives may be consulted, but shall not vote, on departmental matters 
(BT Motion 94-27, 6/10/94) 
5.30 Tenure -Procedure for Granting 
A. Each faculty member with tenure, except pllnsed retirees, may submJt a written statement of recommendation. 
B. The department may submit a depar1m.ental recommendation in writing wing whatever committee procedures It desires 
while limiting committee membership to tenured faculty. Phased retirees sllall not serve on the tenure committee. (BT 
Motion 94-27, 6/10/94] · 
D. Each school may establish a Personnel Committee to act in an advisory capacity to the dean. Members of the Penonnel 
CommJ.ttce shall not advi:le on the tenure of probationers from thelr own depnrtments. Alternates shall be nppoln.led 
at the SBmc time as regular members to such Personnel Committees in order to substitute for regular members WI 
needed. Phased retirees shall not serve as regular members or a.s alternates on such committees. [BT Motion 95-26, 
6/9/95) 
8.70C. Promotion In R:mk- Schedule nnd Procedure 
3. It Is the responsibility of faculty members to update enc:h year their Professional Records (Section 8.65D). 
lndivlduol tenured and tenure-track faculty members, excepting phased retirees, sltnll be entitled to submJt 
recommendations to their dean concerning cnndidates for promotion. The Personnel Committee of the 
department or the department as a whole may prepare a priority list ofrecommendations for promotion to 
the dean. The department chair shall submit an independent priority list of recommendations for promotion 
to the dean. The department chair will inform qualified faculty members of their placement on the chair's 
priority list, of the priority ranking of the Personnel Committee whenever relevant, prior to the tl'lUillmission 
ofthe lisl(s) to the appropriate administrator. 
4. The dean will receive the statements or the candidates, the recommendations from Individual tenured and 
tenure-track faculty members, excepting phnsed rctireell, the Personnel Conunittee recommendations, and 
the recommendations of the department chair ... 
8.75B. Merit- Procedure 
2. Arter departmental review by tenured nnd tenure-track faculty, excepting phnsed retirees, the list of those 
recommended for merit will be trllllSmitted to the dean. [BT Motion 94-27, 6/10/94] 
Rationale: Currently tlte provisions of the Faculty Code, Section 2.1 O.B., imply lltat phased retirees shall not participateformaUy in 
the personnel. aJUl other decisions of dqiartml!lr.ls. The Code1 Ssction 2.20A,, specifically aUows for dte.m a consu/Jative role. 
These propo$ed dranges reek to clarify certain ambiguities that currentLy exist in the Cork. 
2 
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ill. TENURE/PROMOTION 
REAPPOINTMENTS, TENURE, NONREAPPOINTMENT OF FACULTY 
5.20 Tenure · Eligibility 
A. Only rnn.k.ed faculty members on tenure trnek a., ll!lted ln Section 4.20 of the Faculty Code are eligible for tenure. 
Nonnnlly, fuculty members with academic rank whose duties arc entirely administrntlve or combine both ndminlstrntivc 
and lJIIJ"L.tlnJe teaching responsibilities are eligible for tenure only In their capacitl.es as teachlng faculty membc,rs nnd 
upon recommcndatlon of the department or progrom in which they hold rnnk. The tenure of a facul~ m.emberwho 
holds an nllminl.strntive posltlon extends only to the acndem.lc rnnk held conjointly with such admlnistrntive position. 
C. Faculty members with rnnk on tenure tr:lck Iilii !lme kl!ltilutloA~ o&sigruneAfll at other l:eeAtioRe centers of the 
university shoJ.lnccrue t.cnurc eUgibllity In accordance wllh the proviJ1ollll of lhi.s code ns if they were employed on the 
mn1n campus of the university In Ellensburg. 
Rationale: Surce :rom~t IIOJJ-temue trackfocu/Jy /rave been awarded rank, tile Code Commiitee wished to make explicil. that only tenure-
track facu/Jy ace m e tenure eligibility. 
5.25 Acquisition of Tenure - Prob11tionnrv Periods [BT Motion 6023, 9/29186] 
F. Ench year department chnJrs shnll meet wi.th eve.ry probationary fac:ulty member lndivldually before recomme.ndnUons 
for renppolntmcmts arc submitted to the dean. In this meeting the chnlr wiD review the probntlonen' records and the 
evaluations of the probationers' performance sttbm.i.tted by the tenured nnd tenure-track faculty of the deportment. In 
order to promote consistcnc:y, .depnrtments shnll devise Wl;ittcn criteria nnd procedures for evaluating probntlonllry 
faculty for the nward of tenure. (See Sedi.on 5.10 for the annunJ responsibilities of d.epnrtmcntal faculty for evnluntion 
probationers.) (BT Motion 6156, 6/17/88J (BT Motion 95-26,6/9/951 
Rationale:: Depnrtmcnt chairs brought to the attention of the Code Committee that fad that Code Section 5.25C. was Inconsistent 
with Code Section 5.1 0. The Code Conun.i.ttee propo!cd to ellmlnate this inconsistency with the above change. 
8.70C. Promotions in Rank- Criterln 
Rationale: 
Pl'omotlons In academic: mn.k shall be dcterml.ned annually necordlng to the following procedure: 
1. Promotlon In rank wiD be made accordlng to the criteria fisted In this code, except that faculty members 
nonnnlly Will R91 lle;QA18 ellgillh ~F fiF9A10ti8R IIRiil lhF81 )'tiiRI IIAvr llflfl9lR~8RI 19 fluw GIIFF8AI FQA)III 
cannot be promoted before completlng three (3) years of scnrlce in their cur-rent rnnk. Thus consideration 
for promotion can occur In the third and subseguent yenn of service In the current rnnk. Three ye.nrs Inn 
current rank does not guarantee p .. omotion. Primnry responsibility for promotion rests with the schools, 
colleges, library and appropriate dellll.S. [BT Motion 95-26, 6/9/95) 
This year the deans experienced :rome confusion regarding the interpretation of the change in this sec:Ji.on made last year. 
Therefore, wil.h the proposed change, the Code CommiJtee has tried to make its intention abso/Jde~ clear. 
IV. HOUSEKEEPING 
8.85 Ad Hoc Personnel Committees- Joint Appointments nnd As!!lgnmenls [BT Motion 6330, 6/15/90) (BT Motion 94-27, 6/10/94] 
Ad hoc personnel comnrlttee3 shoJ.l be appointed nt the request of the faculty member to nssist the provost/ vice president for 
academic nffalrs in judging faculty members who have joint llSSignments outside their respective departments, and for those factdty 
members, usually called directors, who adminl.strate academic centers or senrlccs (e g 1 ,\QA!Iell\ie •'•ci"lBlR!:r SAf.e*'' EllueAijeR1 
4 oallaR\io :iillill~ AAd I!:I·CeRded Degne CCIRta~ En.ch nd hoc comnuttee wiD consist of five (S) tenured or tenurc.trnck members 
of the faculty oppointed by the provost/vice president for lltndcmic niTnlrs. 
Rationale: Essentially, this proposed change.is a lroruekeeping measure designed to bring the Code up to date wil.lr structural changes 
tlratlrave already occurred wil.hin the rmivusity. 
DELETE SECTION 
.ll.ll£ CapA~IACAI. C::J'it&RA 1'91' l'l'IIIRIIUQAH1 TORIIF01 SiAICIRO~ IVId ~UAf!f!9 1Ati:RCiRh 
ACIIMiwni11 dopai'QRellli "'"l' wilill t11 w.so ol'ltel'ia fo., pF9A191.ieR, loAIIre, &AIIIJ!3' llRd roappeiAtRIMI eeRsiderali9A.sii:Jat """3' sllglllll' 
hAt llle JIP9''46i811jj e(t.ltis ~ec;lelollt Iii R19PCI9!1i19tly "'e Reeils er epeeiAe clil!elplllles Suell uiteaoiCI RUIJ' lla JIP9JI e.eecl lly deflAi!tllleAI8 
f9p Allpre,•al lly tllo Holll*'' SeAAia, tile ~appF11pl'iah deaR., Cl11 fll'41"9511iAcl uJ~a pnshleAt f1u· A$:ulemio aAQ.irll1 Mil tlu pnsldeAt 
A.U suoi:J orilerla ~Wirllit IRrlpple.AteAt aacl li'llppert tJaa pre"lsleAR ef thl& ogile "peA appFA"AI tile or:itel'la wW be ellser~·ecllly tltllie 
wile noaA1A1tl¥i pr11AI9ti91111 
Rationale: Tile deans brouglr1 to tire attenJion of tile Code Commiftee the fact that this sec:Ji.on is no longer needed in view oftlu! 
mandate of Chapter Five of the Fact1lty Code that aU deparrmenl:r devise HTil.ten cril.eria of the award ofreappourrment, 
tenure, meril. and promotion. 
* * * *. 
Code Committee Chair Heckart reported that, in making these proposals, the Code Committee held public 
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hearings, received and considered written responses. 
Discussion ensued regarding the manner of attaining tenure. It was mentioned that a faculty member needs to 
be on tenure-track to proceed to tenure. Senators commented on the responsibilities of phased retirees. Chair Heckart 
referred to section 2 of the Code which defines phased retirees as h!J.ving consultative capacity which shall not have a 
vote. Section 2.1 O.B was read. In amicable situations, there is no problem. The purpose of these changes is to cover 
the instances when the relationships are not amicable. This housekeeping measure makes explicit that the vote is not 
there. 
MOTION NO. 3071 passed. (1 no)[to be submitted to the Board of trustees June 7, 1996] 
6. CURRICULUMCOMMITTEE 
follows: 
MOTION #3072 Clara Richardson moved approval of the changes to the General Education Program as 
A Proposed General Education Program 
May 4,1996 
!\fusion, Rationale lind Student Oukomes 
The general education program offers our students a liberal education, an education Intended to help them become liberated, or 
free, persons, able to make Informed and enlightened choices. We assume that a free and liberally educated penon has the following: 
-basic competence In reasoning and communication; 
-an nwareness of the wide nmge and Yrlriety of human lmowledge, scientific, humanistic, and artistic, Including an awareness of 
at least some of the best that the human spirit bas yet achieved; 
-a sense of the Interconnectedness of lmowledge; 
-a critical awarenus of the ways In which lmowlcdge is discovered and created; 
-a sense of the ways In which lmowledge must and does evolve; 
To these ends our general education program holds our students responsible for a high level of competency In the basic skilh of 
reading, writing, speaking, and reasoning; it exposu them to a broad sampllng of the nmge and variety of human lmowledge and of the ways 
of knowing; and it attempts to Instill a crltJcal awareness of human knowledge and of ItS relatJonshlp to the human condJtioiL 
Course Criteria 
Each general education course Is expected to help our students to an Informed and critkal apprcclotlon of the best and most valued 
creations of the human spirit.~ ].ach course ls expected to engoge the students In two difierent realms of lmowledge: 
Th.e D.rst realm can be called received knowledge, the nccepted, standard, and conventlonallmowledge of the methods and mntter 
or the fteld represented by that course. 
The second realm can be called critical knowledge, which results from the critical examlnlltion of the field's received knowledge. 
This critJcal emmlnatlon ls from two main perspectives: · 
(l) the criticl.sm of the field's received knowledge as viewed against the nature oflmowledge and truth In general; 
(li) the criticism of th.e field's recelved methods and matter as viewed agnlnst the current human experience. 
Each course is expected to address the following questions concernln1 received and critical knowledge: 
1. What are the received methods and matter of the field? 
How do prac:tftfo.nen In this fteld do their work? What skills and methods of reasoning define proficiency In thls fteld? What skills 
and methods of communication are esteemed? What ore the received informln1 principles of the field? What are some of the 
field's key findlngs7 lW.at aFt IUJRII eCillt 1lahl'1 .!!!!!!key works? Who are some of the field's esteemed figures? 
2. What is the cri.ticallmowledge of the field? 
How wu, and ls, the~ lmowledge deflned, -.1- vlilldnted, ami challenged? Bow can the received lmowledge be, or how is 
It being, challenged? How can this field lllumlnate, and be lllumlnated by, the current human experience, pa*'"auiAP~' In Alllthl'l! 
11C cl(l•aRi~ IWicl Analtiou.l&ui=aliiJR In aU Its diversity? 
Assessment of the General Education Progrnm 
1. Students ~'>ill be surveyed as to how well they tJlink their courses addressed the nililslon or the general education program. 
2. Instructors will be surveyed 8.!1 to how well they th1nk the course addressed the mission of general education. 
3. Student achievement In general education classes·will be exan1ined regularly by means of examinations. 
BASIC SKILLS REQUIREMENT: All students must satisfy the following requirements In basic ncadentlc and Intellectual skills: 
(a) English 101 (3) and ENG 102 (3). Students must also ial~a tll'cl pass ~ ,!!!!-lntermedJate WrltJng Assessment 
ex:mlinl"ltlon Sb.llieAII '111•he clo Alit pass thY e);IIRiiPIItiOA JRIUt ntakt :KIII'C lOliiRUI tl\e)' an 11llle te cle 18; In order to 
pass ENG 102. 
(b) MATH 102 (3) or qualiJlcatlon In an 11pproprintc exnmlnlltion; 
(c) either MATH 130.1, MATH 172.1, PHIL 201 (iune.nded version), or CS 105 (Logical Bosls of Computing); 
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(d) oneyear-ofcolle11e or university study of a single foreign language or two years of high school study of a single forei2Jl 
language; 
{e) students must clthet pass an cx:unlnatlon in the fundlln:tentnls of computing prior to taking more than 60 credits at 
Central Washington University or talre nnd pass one of the following classes: 
ADMG 202 Microcomputer Appllcations (3) 
BSED 316 Education Technology (3) 
CS 101 Computer Bnslcs (4) 
ED 316 Educatlomtl Tec.hnology (3) 
BREADTH REQUIREMENT: Students must take a minimum of 14 credits from each of the three broad areas of the general education 
program. 
L THE NATURAL SCIEN<::ES. TI1e naturnl. sciences provide basic methods for rigorously describing md comprehending the natural world. 
Sh!lleRta IR11.811Ahil Mllell8l eRa 11911Na r.ell'l eaeltef lha "'*ee gPell.f1&1 lnd 11'111~' tllliil AI&Pe IIIIHl eRe elMs H-eAt 11 s.iJigle olepilt4Bt&A&. ~
driven laborntorv and field ob:lervotlons nre an cssentinl mod.e of teaching, learning, Md prnctlcing natural science. Studcnls must tnke three 
cou~ (14 credits) outside their mal or dep:u1ment, one from each of the three groups. It mnv be ndvMtngcou.s for student~ to toke courses 
from categories in the order thev appear below. Students mav not take more thM one clnss from n single deportment. 
FundnmentalMalaFi'lle oftha lltl~tiiiAil l'\!eFhl Dlscipllnes ofPhyslcnl and Blologic:d Sciences An introduction to tile s*'ul)' eftllesa 
&GieAGa• wile•• anla:jul RaiiUaF ill laa ~diiAI.eAtnl 118ja"ti AAci f9F~II d llle pil:)·aiQAl weFio:l tltosc sciences that study the 
fundwnentab of physlcnl and llfe svstcms. 
DISC 104 Fundwncntab oflUology (5) 
CHEM 111/111.1 Introduction to Ch.eml.stry IUld Lab (5) 
CHEM 181/181.1 General Chemistry nnd Lab (5) 
GEOL 1451145.1 Physfc:al Geology Md Lob (5) 
PHYS 111 Introductory Physics (5) 
PHYS 211 General Physics (5) 
Patterns and Connections in the Natural World 1\.ft IJiqoedYutieA &a llu atuli3' tf llteae soieAees llual au 11 I>Rwvl@~;e of 
f.uAIIAR18.AIAl IRAtal'illlrt lA erlln l A el!Amirla large ARd Q1>1Rp)ell G0Aie~Aii9AI ef tlleu JMAieriMII; Those sciences tbnt use a 
knowledge of bn.!lic scientific d.isclpllncs to exrunine large nnd complex physicalond life systems. 
Al'lTH 110/110.1 lntToduclion to Biological Anthropology and Lab (5) 
DISC 385 Introduction to Evolution (5) 
BOT 211 Plants ln the Modem World (5) 
ENST 301 Eorth as an EcosystcnJ (5) 
GEOG 107 Introduction to Physlcnl Geogrnphy (5) 
GEOL 150/145.1 Geology of Notional Parks :llld Lab (5) 
GEOL 170 Volc:mocs Eorthquake3,11Jld Clltnote Change (5) 
PHYS 101 Astronomy (5) 
ZOOL 270 Bwnm Physiology (5) 
Appllcntions of Natural Science. <'.on iAIPellt~oel:ien It ~e stuily of I'll a Will efM~ uleRee I&'I'AFII hiHJI&Jl Jlllf'Jl&&ee. These courses 
llXJ!Ildtly trent social, economic, tecbnolog!cal, ethical or other lmplicatl.ons of n.atural phenomcrtJI, of human Influence on nntural 
systems, or of responsive scientific inquiry. 
BISC 302 Human Ecology (5) 
CHEM 101 Contemporary Cheml.stry (5) 
ENST 302 Resources and Man (5) 
FCSN 245 Basic Nutrition (5) 
GEOL 380 Environmentnl Geology {4) 
PHYS 103 Sound, Musicnl Sound Md Musical Instrwnents (3) 
U. SOCIAL AN'D BEHAVIORAL SCIENCES. Students must tJ1ke at least one course from each ofthe three groups. No more than one class 
from n single department may be eounte.d toward Ulls requirement 
Perspectives on the Cultures and Experiences of the United States. An introduction to the lnstitutlon.s, cultures, Md t:rodJtions of 
• the United States intended to encournge.ll critical and llllnlyticnl undcrstM4J,ng of how the pa.st nffects the present and Ute future. 
An Introduction to the complexities of soclnl, econom.lc, and polllical processes, Issues, and events in tile United States intended 
to provide a context for lnfonned decision-making 111\d citizenship. 
ECON 101 Economic ls.!!ues (5) 
ECON 356 Government nnd Business (5) 
ETS 101 Ethnic Awareness (4) 
HIST 144 U.S. History Slnci: 1865 (5) 
POSC 210 Ame.ricnn Politics (5) 
SOC 101 Social Problems (5) 
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SOC205 
WS201 
American Society (5) 
Introduction to Women Studies (3) 
Penpectives on World Cultures. An Introduction to lnstitutiollll, cultures, and traditiolll! ofnatiollll, groups, and societies outside 
the United St.a.tes Intended to encourage an undentanding and !lpprechdion of the dimenslollll of human diversity !lS well as 
slmilarities. An Introduction to contemporary lnternntlol\al and trnnsnatlonalbsues Intended to provide a broader penpectivc 
of the Individual's relatlollllhlp to other cultures Md to co.mmon human concerns. 
ANTH 130 Introduction to Cultu.nll Anthropology (5) 
AST 102 Introduction to Aslnn Studies (3) 
ECON 102 World E.conoml.c Issues (5) 
GEOG 101 Mnn's ChMglng Earth (5) 
HIST 102 World Civll.lzntlon: 1500-1815 (5) 
fiST 103 World Civilization Since 1815 (5) 
LAS 102 Introduction to Latin American Studies (5) 
POSC 370 Intemalionnl PoUtles (5) 
Foundations or llumnn Adaptations Md Behavior. An Introduction to nnd analysis of the fundnmental principles underlying 
human Interaction Intended to foster a better undcrstD.ndlng or the hunum condition. An Introduction to the l'undmnentnl patterns 
and undenl!lndings of human Interaction with natural and man made environments intended to help students make Informed 
judgm.ents concerning brond environmental issues. 
ANTH107 
ANTH120 
ENST303 
GEOG308 
POSCJ.01 
PSY 101 
PSY205 
SOC107 
General Anthropolo£)' (5) 
Introduction to Arcbaeolo£)' (5) 
Environmental Management (5) 
Cultural Geography (5) 
Introduction to Politics (5) 
General Psychology (5) 
Psychology of Adjustment (5) 
Principles of Sociolo£)' (5) 
m ARTS AND HUMANITIES. Students must take at le!lSt one coune from each of the three clusten. No more than one elMs from a single 
department may be counted toward this requirement. 
Literature and the humanities: 
ENG lOS 
ENG328 
ENG329 
HUM101 
HUM102 
HUM103 
The aesthetic experience: 
ART 101 (5) 
ART357(3) 
ART456(4) 
MUS 101 (5) 
MUS102(5) 
PE161 (3) 
TH 101 (3) 
TH 107 (4) 
TH 382 (4) 
The Literary lmaglnntion: An Introduction to Literature (4) 
World Literature I (4) 
World Literature II (4) 
IntroducUon to the Humanities (5) 
Introduction to the Humanities (5) 
Introduction to the Humanities (5) 
Introduction to Art (5) 
Afiican and Oceanic Art (3) 
History of EMte"' Art ( 4) 
History of Jazz (5) 
Introduction to Music (5) 
Cultural History of Dance (3) 
Appreciation of Theatre (3) 
Introduction to Theatre (4) 
Ethnic Dnunn ( 4) 
Philosophies and cultures of the world: 
Foreign Lan1:11ages 251, 252, or 253 
PHIL 101 
PHIL302 
PHIL310 
PHIL352 
PHIL353 
PHIL354 
RELS101 
RELS201 
Second year foreign lnnguage (5) 
Introduction to Philosophy (5) 
Ethics (5) 
Philosophies of Indin (5) 
Western Philosophy I (5) 
Western Philosophy II (5) 
Western Philosophy III (5) 
Introduction to Rell~on (5) 
Sacred Books of the World (5) 
6 
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Adrninbtratlon of the General Education Program 
May4,1996 
Committee Structure: 
FACULTY SENATE MEETING-MAY 15, 1996 
We bcllcvc that the General Education Committee should be restructured to provide for greater continuity. To have one third of the 
committee turn over every academic year as at present mcllll.!l starting anew every year. We propose a faculty committee of eight, whose 
members will serve four-year tcnns. 
Assessment of the General Education Program: 
1. Syllabi, outlines, and learning objectives will be collected for each general ed11cation course. 
2. Students will be s11rvcyed as to bow well they think the course addressed the mlslsion of general education. 
3. Instructors will be surveyed n.s to how well they think the course addressed the mission of general education. 
4. Student achievement In general education c!usscs will be examined regulady by means of examinations. 
5. The Gencml Education Conunitltee will judge the extent to whJch general education criteria are being satisfied and will make 
appropriate recommendations to the Faculty Senate. L 
Writing and Speaking Across the Curriculum: 
The faculty affirms the Importance of writinl: and speaking as essentinl skilliJ. Md slgnificMt fonns of le:uning. Thus gu.Jded 
practice In writing and speuklng should be Integrated Into Instruction ncross all disdpllnes. Competence ln~writine ill supported ln 
the following ways: 
1. The English department will offer two required writing courses, ENG 101 and 102, which provide guidance and practice ln the 
kinds of writing required ln academic settin.gs. i~.uleRtil wl1e (ail tile l.atu~edlate 'VritiJig 4 seess~eAt wW lie FV'IYkecl ie retak.a 
Jt')IC 10:Z Pas~agc of an lntennedlute Writing A.'ISessment examinadon will be regulred to pll.'lll ENG 102. 
2. Departments wiD be cncotm~ged to Include guided writing an,d/or"peaklng asslgnments In their general education clallses. Classes 
which provide signl.ficant written and/or oral response to the assignments will be held to a maximum class size of25. Tile staff of 
the En gUs~ deportment's Computer Wrl.ting Center will pro'llde ASsistance to foculty who wlsh to review and revise the syllabi 
of their general educa:!lon classes for the clarity,npp~:oprinleness and evaluative measures Included as porl of writing assignments. 
3. Students who require assistance with writing assignments encountered ln their general education courses will be provided tutorial 
support by the ocademlc sldlls center. 
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repeat 'KIIIC 10:1 
4. RecognWng that the modes of Inquiry and expression which characterize the writing or an area of study are an Integral part of 
dlsdpll.ruuy knowledge, we recommend that the faculty of all major programs dcsigruate, as part of their end-of-major assessment, 
an upper division writing requlre.ment as a means for monitoring writing competence ln the major program. Th.c requirement 
could be a disd.pllne-speciflc writing course, a senior thesis, a series of course-embedded writing assignments, a portfoUo, a 
professional project.4J'a capstone seminar In which. writing is a key component, or a mn!or cotuse Unked too section of ENG 301. 
5. Workshops on eiTectivcly Integrating Md evaluating writing and spellldng assignments will be oiTercd rcgu.lnrly by the Engllsh 
Department's Computer Writing Center sto.fT. 
Advising: 
The committee bclleves that student advising services must be closely Integrated with. the general education progrnm. At present, 
coordbultJonofthe academic advising program is unde.r the Jurisdiction of the Dean or Aclldemie Services. We recommend that the A.,soclate 
Director of Admissions and Advising sit ex offt.cio as a non-voting member with the General Education Committee ln order to coordinate 
advising services with the content of the general educatloJt program. 
At present hundreds ofwnlvers of general education requirements per quarter are signed in the office of the Dean of Admissions 
and Records. PoUcies for Issuing these Wlilvers should come from the General Education Commlttee. 
New Classes: 
Two new classes appear In the basic requirements section of our proposal: 
Moth 102. MnUJematJcal Topics (3). Overview ofnumeratioJt systems, modeling with algebra, role of geometry, financial matters, 
probability and statistics, and other selected topics. 
The committee felt very strongly that nil studen.ts should be required to have some lmowlcdge of college level. mathematics. The 
mathematics department has dev[scd this doss to meet tha.t requirement. Under our proposal students who arc able to pass a suitable 
examl.nntion will not be required to tak.e U1.is course. 
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CS 105. The Logic of Computing (3). Problem solving; algorithm development; complexity; computability. Representation or 
algorlthlllll as computer progminll: data; decision and control; inherenhource! or error. 
This clllss Is added to strengthen the fonnal reasoning component of the bnslc requirements. 
Revbed Classes: 
Seve('ll] existing classes have been or arc being revised by departmenlll to assure their suitabllity for the general education progrnm: 
PHIL 201. Introduction to Logic (5). Thb class will offer greater emphasis on fonnal syllogistic and symbolic logic The general 
critlcnl thlnldng ospectll of the existing PHIL 201 arc being moved ton new class, PHIL 202. 
HUM 101, 102, 103 Introduction to Humanities. Class descriptions are being rewritten to renect the actual content of these 
counes. 
Other departments are considering reducing three and four-hundred level classes which are part of the general education proposal to the 
one or two hundred level. Art, Geography, Philosophy, Eeononllcs, Theatre Arts, and Political Science have either put these changes In traln 
or are· actively considering them. 
The Computer Proficiency Requirement: 
The committee Is or opinion that students should have to demonstrate some skill ilt operating computen. Such sldlls mny be 
acquired In mnny wnys. Students will be asked to pas~ n slntple computer literacy e:rnm.inntton or to fifep complete one of the following 
classes: 
ADMG202 
BSED316 
CS101 
ED316 
Microcomputer Applications (3) 
Education Technology (3) 
Computer Bnslcs ( 4) 
Educational Technology (3) 
The exrunirultion Is described In Appendix A. 
Stafllng hnp11cts of the Proposed General Education Program: 
A mAjor concern for the University ns well as for Individual departments Is the lnlpad of this pr-oposal on stamng and course 
offerings. Once the proposnl had clearly taken shape, the Comml.ttce undertook a -study In an 11ttempt to determine the probable effects of 
replacing the u.lsting program with this proposaL A summary of the results or this study Is presented below. Those Interested In more 
lnfonn11tlon uc encouraged to contact the Comi:nlttce. 
Many courses In the existing genernl education program hnve not been lnclud~d In this proposal. These Include 54 Physical 
EducaUon nctivttles courses and 62 other academic courses. Thirteen courses would be added to the program under this proposal, although 
only two of these are newly created courses. 
It Is Impossible to account for every effect which could ensue from the Implementation of this proposaL However, the Commlttee 
feels lhntonly very minor relillocatlons ofresourc:e~iwW be required and that most of these will be within departments. That b, departments 
may have to ndjust-stnffing from one course to another, but (with one exception) departments will not Jose faculty. 
In order to ascertain the lmp11Ct of this proposW,, the Conmllttee began by studying the current prognm. It was necess11ry to 
develop an appro:dmntion of the number of students taldng courses In each oC the present sections of the program to detennlne If enough 
sections ofdasscs would be present in the n.,v program to meet student demand. From this information It was determlnc_d that approximately 
1000 students would need to be accommodated In each of the nine imbscctlons of the Breadth portion of the proposal and that a llkc number 
would be needed In each of the English composttion courses, M11th lOZ, and the Reasoning component of the Bnslc portion. 
The expected lntpact In each of the sections of the genernl education program Is given below, followed by a brief discussion of the 
Impact o.n Individual depllrtments. 
Basic Skills: 
ENG 101. The current demand will continue. 
ENG 102. There will be an lncrense in the number or sections offered In Une with the number of students who fail the writing proficiency 
exam. 
MATH 10Z. A new coune which will require staffing. Part of this will be offset by the staff released from the reasoning requirement 
reduction in MATH 130. 
CS 105. A new course which will require staffing. 
MATH 130. There will be a reduction by 1/6 in required staffing due to the addition of CS 105 ns an option. 
PHIL 201. There will be a reduction by 1/61n required staffing due to the addition ofCS 105as an option. 
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FOREIGN LANGUAGE. The current demand will continue. 
The Naturol Sciences: 
FundrunenfJll U"ahRali uf tit• ~atul'al Wu:rid Disciplines of Physical and Blolog!cnl Sciences. There will be approximately 400 
exce.ss student slots avallilble In the courses In thb section. If four fewer sed:loru ofBISC 104 arc offered and two fewCJ< sectloru ofGEOL 
145 are offered, this surpltl! will be ellmln:ated. 
Patterns and Connections In the Natul':ll World. The courses in thill section are sufficient to meet the current demand. The added 
course GEOL 170 may require two additiolllll sections. 
AppUcutloru of Naturol Science. Approrlnudely 500 more students need to be :acconunodated in this section. If four sections of 
BISC 104 are cllmirutfed from "Fundamentnl ~'lAte rials Disciplines" and replaced by four sed:lons of BISC 302, and if one or two new courses 
are offered, thill section will meet the current demnnd. 
Social and Behavioral Sciences: 
Perspective on the Cultures and Experiences of the United States. The courses In thill section are sufficient to meet the current 
demand. 
Perspectives on World Cultures. The courses in thill section are sufficient to meet the current demand. 
Foundations of Human Adaptatioru• and Behavior. The courses in thill section are sufficient to meet the current demand. 
Arts and Humanities: 
Literature and the Humanities. The courses In thill section are sufficient to meet the current demand. 
The Aesthetic Experience. The courses In this section are sufficient to meet the current demand. 
Philosophies and Cultures of the World. The courses In thb section will probably need to be enhanced by places for 100 to 200 
new students. A small portion of t1:WI will probably be made avallable by expM.ded enrollments In existing 2n Foreign Language sections. 
The remainder will need to come from expanded offerings by Philosophy. 
Departmental Impact 
As stated above, most departments should experience little or no alteration in their current staffing requirements. Those 
depn.rtments which may be called upon to make more substantial adjustments are listed below with a brief explanation of the required 
changes. 
BIOLOGY. The Fundlllllental Materials of the Natuml World section of the Natural Sciences willlllu:ly provide more places for students 
than will be necessory. BISC 104 Is the highest enrollment course in this section. Therefore, Biology could red11cc Its offering ofBISC 104 
by four sections. Biology eollld then we this staffing to add four sectloru of BISC 302 In the Applications of Natural Science section of the 
Naturol Sc:iences, os ti:Wisectlon requires addl~onal places for students. 
COMPUTER SCIENCE. Nine sections of the new course CS 105 will be needed for the Reasoning section ofBasie Sldl.ls. Thus, Computer 
Science will require 1.0 FI'E. 
ENGLISIL The eliminotion of ENG 301 will save about 36 sections per year orthb course. (ENG 301 Is counted as a 4 credlt·course for load 
purposes.) This will result In approximately 144 fewer load points required for Engllsh. However, ENG 102 enrollments can be expected 
to .bu:reose as those who do not pass the writing competency test are forced to retake this course. At a 3J% failure rate, about 15 new sectloru 
of ENG 102 would be required, for a gnin or 60 load points. Thm, English can expect a loss of approximatelY 84load points, or 2.3 FI'E. 
GEOLOGY. The Fundlllllental Materials of the World section of the Natural Sciences willlllu:ly provide more places for students than will 
be necessitry. GEOL 145 Is th.e second highest enrollment course In this section. Geology could offer two fewer sections ofthls course. To 
compensate, Geology could offer two additional sections of the course GEOL 170 which. Is new to general education and will appear In the 
Patterns and Connections In the Natural World sed:lon of the Natural Sciences. Therefore, there will be no net change In Geology stolllng. 
MATHEMATICS. Four fewer sections of MATH 130 will be required because there will be three dcpnriments offering courses In the 
Reasoning section of Baste Sld.lls lnstend of two. Thill will mllke 20 load points available. However, Mathematics will require 20 to 25 sections 
per year to staff the new 3 credit MATH 102 Bilslc Skills requirement. This will require approximately 70 lond points. The net result will 
be a need to stnffroug~y 50 load points. Thus, Mathematics will require 1.5 FI'E new faculty. 
PHILOSOPHY. Four fewer sections of PHIL 201 will be required bcCliUSC there will be three departments offering courses In the Reasoning 
section of Basic SklJls lnst.end of two. However, PhJJosophy will need to accommodate up to 200 new students in the PhJJosophles and Cultures 
of the World section of the Arts and Humanities. This will require four secti.oru. Therefore, Philosophywill11eed to adjust Its offerings, but 
should not be a1Iected with respect to stolllng. 
OTHER DEPARTMENTS. Changes In offerines to other departments should be more obvious and have less Impact than those listed above. 
Appendix A 
~:::omputer Literacy Qunllftcatlim Exllllllnntion 
To quaJUy, a student must be able to: 
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Computer Literacy Qunllflcatlon Examination 
To qualify, a student mllllt be able to: 
1. Iden.tlfy and explain the function of the bllSiccomponents of a computer 
2. ~xplaln the dlfference between sollWarc and hardware. 
3. Pel'form the bllSic operating system functloM: 
a. Format a disk. 
b. Copy ftlc.s to and from a Doppy disk. 
c. Create directories In a logical fllShJon. 
d. Delete me.s. 
e. Print a me. 
4. Perform bllSic spreadsheet operatioM: 
a. Create a spreadsheet. 
b. Add labels. 
c. Simple functions using srlthnletlc operators. 
d. Generate graphs. 
5. Perform bllSic word processing openltions: 
a. Create a document. 
b. Select fonts. 
c. Set margins 
d. Activate the spelling checker. 
e. Print a document. 
6. Access the Ubnuoy1s on-line catnlog. 
7. Perfom1 bnslc Internet operatioM: 
a. E-mail 
L Send a message. 
IJ. Send a me. 
Ill. Read a message. 
iv. Extract and save a message as a file. 
b. DiscWision lists 
L Join a list. 
ii. Conununicate with a list. 
c. Read a Usenet article. 
d. World Wide Web 
I. Unders!nnd the form of Uniform Resource Locators 
1. http 
2. ftp 
3. telnet 
Robert Jacobs, Ghair of the Gencrnl Education Commit!~ announced that the motion differed slightly from that which was discussed at 
the May 15, 1996, meeting. 1n particular the n:1turnl science requirement was amended somewltnt and is now unanimously accepted by the chain> of 
the natural science departments. TI1e matter of the assessment of English 102 and the writing requirement was settled between the Committl)o and 
the English Department and the amendment which was put before the Senate on May 15, 1996, has been withdrawn. Titree further amendments are 
suggested: One from the English Department to substitute English 247, Multicultural Literature, for English 328 and 329. The Genernl Education 
Co.nuuiltee agreed entirely with that. Another arnendm.ent is recommended by the Foreign Language Department to add to the section on Philosophies 
and Cullures of the World rather than 200-level courses only but also to use 100-levella.nguage courses. The General Education Commi1tee considered 
1hat matter twice during this academic year and is opposed to that motion unanimously. The last ame~tdmerit is put forward by the Physical Education 
Department and is to add HED 101. It is suggested that it be part of the central behaviornl science section, Chair Jacobs felt it should be in the basic 
requirements. Either way the General Education C~mmittee is opposed unanimously·to adding the class. 
Claro Richardson, Chair of the Curriculum Committee advised that the Curriculum Committee had agreed to the English Department 
amendment. 
••• 
*MOTION AMENDMENT 30'lo!":s.. Dieter Romboy moved and Ken Gamon seconded a motion to amend MOTION NO. 307~ follows: "Students 
may take either a first-y!;lar (I Sl, 1S2 or 153) foreign language class in a language different than the one used to meet the two-year admission 
requirement or they may take any second-year (25 1, 252 or 253) foreign language class in the same language as studied in high school." 
Robert Jacobs replied thnt what is nl issue from the General Educalion Co.mmittec's point of view is the inclusion of elementary language 
courses in the section of the General Education Program which is supposed to deal with philosophies·and cultures of the world. The two hundred level 
foreign langl!age program courses wer-e accepted because they demonstrated th11t those oiiiSSes deal with literature of the countries with the cultures 
themselves. The committee; however, did not think that beginning language courses have that same content Thus th.c committee does not believe 
thnt they belong in that section of the General Education Program. 
MOTION AMENDMENT NO. 307h passed (18 yes, 6 no) 
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* * • 
•MOTION AMENDMENT NO. 307~ Vince Nethery moved to amend MOTION NO. 30~_ follows: "Health Essentials· HED 101, a course 
dealing with per.;onnl hoolth iS$ues and health beho.viors, be included inU1e basic skills section of the general educa.tion program." Walter Arlt 
seconded. 
Robert Jacobs replied thnt although Ul.is is nn important problem, U1ere ace many important problems. 1l1e Committee's position remains 
that they do not need to be included in the Gen_crnl Education. Program. The syllabi for HED 10 I did not reach the same degree of academic genernlity 
as that of oU1er classes .which were included. Senator Jefferies referenced his memo of May 10, 1996, and pointed out tlmt Jacobs demonstrn.tcd what 
he considered to be "academic snobbery'' on the part of the GcnernJ Education Committee. Although the Physical Education Department bas three 
major 11reas, represented by two Senators, the new General Education Proposal reduces that representation to one course - A cultural history of dance. 
He commented tha.t the only thing 11ew about the program is_ that pl1ysieal education is eliminated. He felt it is a discriminatory policy. Statistics 
support the need for a health and wcllness course. Senator Donahue reiterated that the committee considered the proposal very seriously and agreed 
that all felt it was an important issue in our society. However, tho question is, if this course were in the General Education Progrnm, what would be 
removed?-reasoning requirements? writing requirements? That is wbal tho Committee was faced with. What is best to put in tlle program? Bryan 
Ryan, n ~nior .at Central starting with his freshmnn year and 11 Residence Living staff member for two yean; working completely with freshmen, 
commented that the way to keep students at Centrnl is to keep them bealU1y. Ten ofthe twenty-five students that he is mentoring this qu:utcr are on 
academic probat.ion because they aro not healthy. They do not know how to schedule their time; how to deal with alcohol, .suioide, eating disorders, 
disease prevention -they arc getting pregnant and they .are having to leave school. As English 10 l prep11res a student for the nex't three years and 
English 30 1, U1is basic HED l 0 I class will prepare students for their four years at Central. Senator Nesselroad remarked that if HED 10 1 were a 
p:ut of basic skills it might provide necessary skills for continuing as a student at Central. However, in reality students might elect to \Vrul till their 
senior year to take it. Ho would rather see tho course in the program underFo.undations ofHumnn Adaptation and Behnvior. Also, students can easily 
add courses there as with the amendment for foreign languages. Senator Nethery agreed that Senator Nesselroad's suggestion was a friendly 
amendment Since the second was against the chnnge, it was ruled by Chair Spall as not a friendly amendment Senator Arlt commented that. he1nught 
HED 101 when it was in tho basics. ln the late 60's and early 70's, up to three hundred students would attend in McConnell Auditorium. Then th.c 
course wns dropped from ballic requirements. There was a great need a.t U1at time and he felt there wns still a need. BevcrJy Hccl<art 
commented that tl1e course is still in the basics. She pointed out that due I<> limited funding, it is not always possible to included courses which are 
ideal . H11rd choices must be made. 
A two thirds vote closed the · cuss ion on this amendment. 
MOTION AMENDMENT NO. 30 iled (8 yes, 14 no) 
MOTION N0.307fas amended passed (20 yes, 8 no) The General Education Program, as passed by the Faculty Senate, will come into effect in 
September 1997. 
7. PERSONNEL COMMITTEE 
Np Report 
8. PUBLJC AFFAIRS COMMITTEE 
No Report 
NEW BUSINESS: 
-Faculty Development: Chair SpaU reiterated that thi.s year Ute summer school fees arc increasing nnd Ute p~ojections 11re thAT increased summer 
school fees will increase summer school profi!s by S!OO,OOO. President Nelson hns offered to make U1at $100,000 available for whatever activity or 
activities the Senate thinks it should be spent on. The Senate referred this to ilic Faculty Dovclopment Committee and tl1ey recommended that it D.! I 
be spent on improvement in instruction (the 6m motion). They also made a recommendation how to divide1his $100,000 up. 
*MOTION 3073 Sid Nesselroad moved and Jim Hawkins sccolil.ded motion Ill as follows: 
"The Faculty. Senate recommends that all of the $100,000 made available for faculty development be devoted to inlprovement of classroom 
iostruction. Exan1ples of iostruclional development activities include, bul are not limited to: 
Instruction-related travel, e.g., to workshops and conferences that have direct application to the enhnncement of classroom 
performance. 
The purchase of software to bolster teaching and to aid in th.e use ofeduClltiO~altechnology in the classroom. 
The purchase of materials and resources for the department or for the library which can enhance instn1ction including 
videotapes and CD-ROMS. (Major pieces of equipment and computCl'S would ~be purchased with the limited faculty 
development money). 
The hiring of coosultants for departmental visitation for curriculum development and/or reform." 
A senator expressed concern that many of the items listed under the motion are not faculty development, i.e., the purchase of software. 
Chair Spall related the manner in which Ul.is funding opportunity developed. The funding is contingent on the budgeL In a hearing, the 
subject of Summer School arose. President Nol~on raised the question of why fees were being raised. The response was to have more money to do 
all these "nice" things. The President responded that ihc purpose behind en ising fees is not simply to make a profit to do "nice" things, but to expand 
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coverage of summer school. Titen someo.ne said that mQst of it went toward faculty development (the profits). The comment arose that the faculty 
disagree on how the money will be spent and what constitutes "faculty developmcnl" So the President recommended that a committee be formed 
to come up with a definition. It was agreed that it be a faculty committee and that the Senate appoint it 
Chair Spall mentioned that f.his was the fmrt time that faculty decided how faculty development money be spent A senator rnised the 
question that perhaps the wording defining the need for hardware and ·software be clarified. A senator responded that the purchase of 
hardware/software was not "faculty development." The senator felt it was a logi(imate use of faculty development funding if the faculty member 
needed the materials for research in the development area. A senntor inteljected that fnculty scholarship is faculty development 
A senator brougb.t up tho point that if the Senate mnkes the decision that they want to. have decision-making authority in controlling the 
$100,000 ··where does it go? and who is responsible for conlroU.ing it? Some thought it would be distributed to tb.e deans' in some prorated form based 
on what was generated in summer school. Also it was brought out thnt care should be taken jn funding faculty development on the "back of a horse 
which could fall over at any minute." Although the p~ few summers have been good, how do we know about the future? 
Chair Spall emphasized that th.e $100,000 is a surplus amount- a bonus to what is already spent on faculty development. The $100,000 
is completely separate. The proposal is to fund faculty development UU"ough the regular budget as always, but mnke thls $100,000 available as the 
Faculty Senate directs. What is significant is that this is the first time that the faculty itself, in particular the Faculty Senate, has had any say in \hjs 
matter. We need to establish a precedent and tinker with details later. 
*M.OTION AMENDMENT NO. 3073A Jim Hawkins moved and Webster Hood seconded an amendment to change the beginning paragraph as 
follows: 
"The faculty Senate recommends Ulat all of the $100,000 made available for faculty development be devoted to improvement of classroom 
instruction. l&IUllflpliia efinetRiolieftlll ~il"alep!NIIRI u~i>•ilifl& inoh.ule, lwt ara nellimilul te:" 
MOTION AMENDMENT NO 3073A passed (14 yes, 13 no) 
Motion #2 was postponed until the May 29, 1996, meeting of the Faculty Senate. 
ADJOURNMENT 
Meeting adjourned at 5: 10 p.m. 
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I. ROLLCALL 
FACULTY SENATE REGULAR MEETING 
3:10p.m., Wednesday, May 15, 1996 
SUB 204-205 
II. CHANGES TO AGENDA 
III. APPROVAL OF MINUTES: April24, 1996 
IV. COMMUNICATIONS 
V. REPORTS 
1. CHAm 
2. PRESIDENT 
3. CODE COMMITTEE - Beverly Heckart, Chair 
-Proposed Faculty Code changes [attached] (discussion only) 
4. AD HOC COMMITIEE ON FACULTY STUDENT CONFLICTS OF INTEREST 
~Michael Chinn, Actillg Chair - Final Draft of recommendations to new proposal [attached] 
(vote). 
5. LIBRARY SERVICE POLICY [attached] (discilssion only) 
6. FACULTY GRIEVANCE COMMITTEE NOMINATIONS (vote) 
7. CURRICULUM COMMITJ'EE - Clara Richardson, Chair 
-General Education Program Proposal (vote) 
-New Programs (discussion only) 
8. ACADEMIC AFFAffiS COMMITTEE -Charles McGehee, Chair 
9. BUDGET COMMITTEE- Barney Erickson, Chair 
10. PERSONNEL COMMITIEE- Rex Wirth, Chair 
11. PUBLIC AFFAIRS COMMITTEE- Bobby C\lffiiTlillgs, Chair 
VI. OLD BUSINESS 
VII. NEW BUSINESS 
-$100,000 for Faculty Development (motion attached) 
VIII. ADJOURNMENT 
***LAST REGULAR FACULTY SENATE MEETING: May 29, 1996 *** 
REGULAR FACULTY SENATE MEETING 
AGENDA- April24, 1996 Page2 
3. CODE COMMITTEE - PROPOSED CHANGES TO FACULTY CODE 
4.30. Academic Rank - Minimum Qualifications 
B. The following are regarded as the minimum qualifications for rank and it is recognized that at 
any given time, a significant number of faculty members will qualify for promotion according to 
these minimal standards. Evaluation of professional academic experience shall be at the 
discretion of the provost and vice president fOI' academic affairs, and shall be inserted In the 
faculty member's original contract with the university, subject to the grievance procedures of this 
code [BT Motion 6330, 6/15/90]: 
Rationale: Many facuhy members complain that inconsistency has arisen among the members of the facuhy concerning 
the academic experience needed for tenure and promotion. It is the hope of the Code Committee that some 
consistency of treatment will eventually arise if the evaluation of academic experience occurs in the original 
contract. 
2.20 Rights of Faculty 
A. All faculty, as defined in Section 2.10 of this Faculty Code, shall be eligible to vote in faculty 
meetings and in all university faculty elections and faculty-wide votes conducted by the Faculty 
Senate. Part-time faculty (not included In Section 2.10), phased retirees, and student · 
representatives may be consulted, but shall not vote, on departmental matters [BT Motion 94-27, 
6/10/94] 
5.30 Tenure - Procedure for Granting 
A. Each faculty member with tenure, except phased retirees, may submit a written statement of 
recommendation. 
B. The department may submit a departmental recommendation in writing using whatever 
committee procedures it desires while limiting committee membership to tenured faculty. 
Phased retirees shall not serve on the tenure committee. [BT Motion 94-27, 6/10/94) 
D. Each school may establish a Personnel Committee to act in an advisory capacity to the dean. 
Members of the Personnel Committee shall not advise on the tenure of probationers from their 
own departments. Alternates shall be appointed at the same time as regular members to such 
Personnel Committees in order to substitute for regular members as needed. Phased retirees 
shall not serve as regular members or as alternates on such committees. [BT Motion 95-26, 
6/9/95] 
8. 70C. Promotion in Rank - Schedule and Procedure 
3. It is the responsibility of faculty members to update each year their Professional Records 
(Section 8.650). Individual tenured and tenure-track faculty members, excepting phased 
retirees, shall be entitled to submit recommendations to their dean concerning 
candidates for promotion. The Personnel Committee of the department or the 
department as a whole may prepare a priority list of recommendations for promotion to 
the dean. The department chair shall submit an independent priority list of 
recommendations for promotion to the dean. The department chair will inform qualified 
faculty members of their placement on the chair's priority list, of the priority ranking of 
the Personnel Committee whenever relevant, prior to the transmission of the Jist(s) to the 
appropriate administrator. 
4. The dean will receive the statements of the candidates; the recommendations from 
individual tenured and tenure-track faculty members, excepting phased retirees, the 
Personnel Committee recommendations, and the recommendations of the department 
chair ... 
\ 
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8.758. Merit- Procedure 
Rationale: 
2. After departmental review by tenured and tenure-track faculty, excepting phased retirees, 
the list of those recommended for merit will be transmitted to the dean. [BT Motion 94-27, 
6/10/94] 
Currently the provisions of the Faculty Code, Section 2.10.5., imply that phased retirees shall not participate 
formally in the personnel and other decisions of departments. The Code, Section 2.20A., specifically alkJws for 
them a consuhative role. These proposed changes seek to cwrify certain ambiguities that currently exist in the 
Code. 
******************** 
5.20 Tenure - Eligibility 
A. Only ranked faculty members on tenure track as listed in Section 4.20 of the Faculty Code 
are eligible for tenure. Normally, faculty members with academic rank whose duties are 
entirely administrative or combine both administrative and part-time teaching responsibilities 
are eligible for tenure only in their capacities as teaching faculty members and upon 
recommendation of the department or program in which they hold rank. The tenure of a 
faculty member who holds an administrative position extends only to the academic rank held 
conjointly with such administrative position. 
c. 
Rationale: 
Faculty members with rank on tenure track fyll time iAstitYtieRal assigAMeAts at other 
lota,ioAa centers of the university shall accrue tenure eligibility in accordance with the 
provisions of this code as if they were employed on the main campus of the university in 
Ellensburg. 
Since some no~tenure track faculty have been awarded rank, the Code Committee wished to 
make explicit that only ten~track faculty acctUe tenure eligibility. 
5.25 Acquisition of Tenure - Probationary Periods [BT Motion 6023, 9/29/86] 
F. Each year department chairs shall meet with every probationary faculty member individually 
before recommendations for reappointments are submitted to the dean. In this meeting the 
chair will review the probationers' records and the evaluations of the probationers' 
performance submitted by the tenured and tenure-track faculty of the department. In order to 
promote consistency, departments shall devise written criteria and procedures for evaluating 
probationary faculty for the award of tenure. (See Section 5.10 for the annual responsibilities 
of departmental faculty for evaluation probationers.) [BT Motion 6156, 6/17/88] [BT Motion 
95-26,6/9/95] 
Rationale:: Department chairs brought to the attention of the Code Committee that fact that Code Section 5.25C. was 
inconsistent with Code Section 5.10. The Code Committee proposed to eliminate this inconsistency with the 
above change. 
******************** 
8. 70C. Promotions in Rank - Criteria 
Promotions in academic rank shall be determined annually according to the following 
procedure: 
1. Promotion in rank will be made according to the criteria listed in this code, exc·ept that 
faculty members normally will Ret be~ome eligible for promotieA 1.1ntil three years after 
appoiRtmeAt to their ~urreAt raAks cannot be promoted before completing three (3) 
years of service in their current rank. Thus consideration for promotion can occur in 
the third and subsequent years of service in the current rank. Three years in a current 
rank does not guarantee promotion. Primary responsibility for promotion rests with 
the schools, colleges, library and appropriate deans. [BT Motion 95-26, 6/9/95] 
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Rationale: This year the deans experienced some confusion regarding the interpretation of the change in this section 
made last year. Therefore, with the proposed change, the Code Committee has tried to make its intention 
absolutely clear. 
8.85 Ad Hoc Personnel Committees - Joint Appointments and Assignments [BT Motion 6330, 6/15/90] [BT 
Motion 94-27, 6/10/94] 
Ad hoc personnel committees shall be appointed at the request of the faculty member to assist the 
provost/ vice president for academic affairs in judging faculty members who have joint assignments 
outside their respective departments, and for those faculty members, usually called directors, who 
administrate academic centers or services (e.g., A~ademic Advi&iRg, Safety Edu~atioA, A;ademi~ 
Skill& aAd ExteAded Deg1=ee Cemel=&). Each ad hoc committee will consist of five (5) tenured or 
tenure-track members of the faculty appointed by the provost/vice president for academic affairs. 
Rationale: Essentially, this proposed change is a housekeeping measure designed to bring the Code up to date with 
structural changes that have already occurred within the university. 
DELETE SECTION 
~ DepartmaRtal C1=ite1=ia for PromotioA&, TeRure, Salaries aAc.l ReappoiAtmeAta 
Asademis departments may ·.•.fish to Y&e criteria for prometioA, tenyre, salary and reappointment 
considerations that ¥aFY slightly from the pre'Jislons of this sede but fit more eJCtactly the needs of 
apeciti~ discipliRes. Suet:! criteria may be proposed by departmeRt& for appro\'al Dy the Fa~ulty 
SeAate, the appropriate deaR, the provost aAd \'ice presideRt for academic aft91irs, aRd the presic.lent. 
All sycl:l srileria must &Ypplement aRd support the provisioRs ef tl=tis sode. Upan appraval tl=te sriterla 
will be &_bserved by tl:lose wl:la resammeAd pramatians. 
R61iDilllle: The deans brought to the llttention of the Code Committee the fact that this section is no 
longer needed in view of the mandate of Chapter Five of the F•culty Code tlrllt •II 
dept~lfments devise rMritten criteria of the •lllllll'd of reappointment, tenure, merit •nd 
promotion. 
4. AD HOC COMMITTEE ON FACULTY STUDENT CONFLICT OF INTEREST 
MOTION: After due consideration, The Ad Hoc Committee on Faculty Student Conflict of Interest 
recommends the following policy: 
1. Statement of Philosophy 
Central Washington University is committed to ensuring a learning environment in which students have 
the right to equitable conditions and treatment. In particular, it is important to ensure fair methods of evaluation 
and to eliminate any perceptions of bias arising out of personal and professional relationships between faculty and 
students. At the same time, there should be no unfair restrictions on the educational and employment opportunities 
of all students, nor on the reasonable freedom of association, interaction and access to services for faculty and 
students which is part of a healthy learning environment and integral to a democratic society. The following 
guidelines are intended to balance these objectives and apply the least restrictive means to address potential 
conflicts. 
2. To Whom Does This Policy Apply? 
2.1 While all members of the University community should avoid conflicts of interest, these guidelines arr 
drafted specifically for students and faculty. 
2.2 Students include those enrolled, or applying for admittance in a course or program offered by the 
University for credit. 
2.3 Faculty includes anyone responsible for teaching, evaluation or academic supervision, including staff, 
graduate and undergraduate students. 
.. 
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3.1 A conflict of interest may arise in situations in which there is a reasonable possibility that a particular 
relationship between a faculty member and a student may confer upon one of them an unfair advantage 
or subject one of them to. an uo.t'air dis11dvantage. Such relationships include, but are not limited to: 
3 .1.1 close family relationships such as those between spouses or spousal equivalents, parents and 
children, siblings, in-laws, grandparents and grandchildren; 
3.1.2 amorous relationships~ 
3. 1. 3 relationships between persons whose economic interests are closely interrelated; 
3.1.4 professional relationships outside the classroom, e.g., consultant-client, therapist-client. 
3.2 It is not possible to specify all those situations in which there may be a conflict of interest or appearance 
of fairness. However, members of the University community are entitled to guidance in this respect. 
3.3 A conflict of interest may arise in any situation where one person in such a relationship is in a position 
to make decisions or take actions that affect the other person. Such situations include, but are not limited 
to: 
3.3.1 the decision to admit a student to a program; 
3.3.2 the provision of instruction; 
3.3.3 the requirement of self-authored textbooks or materials which generate royalties or profits; 
3.3.4 the evaluation of a student; 
3.3.5 the awarding of prizes, scholarships, financial assistance and other benefits to students; 
3.3 .6 the award of teaching or research assistantships or other remunerative employment, either within 
the University or using funds administered by the University; 
3. 3. 7 the acceptance of contracts or other remunerative employment from student clients. 
3.4 Even in the absence of a conflict of interest as defmed in this policy, faculty and students should be aware 
that since relationships between faculty and students involve trust and disparities in power, they may give 
rise to perceptions of bias, unfair advantage, or unfair treatment. 
4. How are Conflicts to be Dealt With? 
4.1 It is the responsibility of chairs, directors and deans to ensure compliance with this policy. 
4.2 It is incumbent upon faculty members to be mindful of situations in which an appearance of 
fairness issue could aris.e and to deal promptly with any conflict of interest that does arise. 
4.3 Where a conflict of interest, as defined above, arises, the faculty must notify the relevant chair, director 
or dean. 
4.4 Other persons who perceive a conflict of interest may also bring the matter to the attention of the 
appropriate chair, director or dean. 
4.5 Where a conflict of interest may arise in a faculty member's instructional role, one or more of the 
following methods should be used to avoid or resolve such conflict. 
4.5.1 The faculty member should normally decline or terminate a supervisory, teaching, evaluative or 
decision-making role in which a conflict of interest arises, unless the chair, director or dean is 
of the view that this will create undue hardship to the student. 
4.5.2 In situations where the conflicts of interest involves teaching, supervision or evaluation and 
where alternative courses or Supervision exist that m;e reasonable and appropriate to the student's 
program, the student should utilize those alternatives. 
4.5.3 Where no reasonable and appropriate alternative exists, the chair, director or dean shall ensure 
that a fair and unbiased mechanism of evaluation is put in place. This will normally require that 
another suitably qualified peer review all material submitted for evaluation, review the grades 
assigned, and report whether those grades are reasonable. 
4.6 Where a conflict of interest may arise in a professional role, one or more of the following methods should 
be used to avoid orre~olve such conflict. 
4.6.1 Before adopting a self-authored text or materials, one or more qualified peers should review the 
text and materials for quality and appropriateness for the course. 
4.6.2 When preexisting or ongoing professional relationships exist, a peer case review or oversight 
process should be used to help mediate the potential conflict of.interest. 
4.7 A failure to comply with these guidelines constitutes unprofessional conduct. 
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5. LIBRARY SERVICE POLICY FOR FACULTY (discussion only) 
1. Checkout period of 90 days with unlimited renewals 
2. Fines as stated in the policy 
3. Establishment of a 1 0-day grace period after a book becomes overdue 
4. No limit on the number of items checked out 
5. Application of fines if a faculty user does not return a recalled item within 10 days of notice 
6. CURRICULUM COMMITTEE : General Education Program Proposal 
'•. 
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MOTION: The Curriculum Committee recommends the following changes to the GeneralEducationProgram: 
(attached) 
NEW BUSINESS 
-$100,000 FACULTY DEVELOPMENT FUNDS 
The following motions are based on recommendations received from the Faculty Development and 
Research Committee (2/23/96) 
MOTION#l 
The Faculty Senate recommends that all of the $100,000 made avruiable for faccl 
development be devoted to improvement of classroom instruction. Examples of instructional 
development activities include, but are not limited to: 
• Instruction-related travel, e.g. to workshops and conferences that have direct application 
to the enhancement of classroom performance. 
• The purchase of software to bolster teaching and to aid in the use of educational 
technology in the classroom. 
• The purchase of materials and resources for the department or for the library which can 
·enhance instruction including videotapes and CD-ROMS. (Major pieces of equipment 
and computers would not be purchased with the limited faculty development money). 
• The hiring of consultants for departmental visitation for curriculum development and/or 
reform. · 
MOTION#2 
The Faculty Senate recommends that the funds made available for faculty development be distributed 
on a prorated basis based on the number of continuing, more than half-time faculty position per 
department (aot to include adjuncts hired on a course-by-course basis). All CWU faculty should have 
acGess to these. funds to enhance their mstructional capabilities, not just those faculty of departments 
which profit from large class enrollments during the summer quarter. However, eac. 
Department/Program receiving their prorated share for instructional development should decide for 
what instructional development purpose and to whom the funds are to be allocated. 
,. 
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cr1iJ FACL'tl'l SE.HATE 
A Proposed General Education Program 
May4, 1996 
Mission, Rationale and Srudent Outcomes 
The general education program offers our _students-a liberal education, an education intended to 
help lhem become liberated, or free, persons, able to make informed and enlightened choices. We 
assume that a free and liberally educated person has the following< 
basic competence in reasoning and communication; 
an awareness of the wide range and variety of human knowledge, scientific, hunianlstic, and 
artistic, .including an a wannesS of at least some of lhe i!est thai the human spirit has yet achieved; 
a sense of the intercoMectedness of knowledge; 
a critical awareness of the ways in which knowledge is discovered and created; 
a sense of the ways in which knowledge must and does evolve; 
To these-ends our general education p(ogram holds our students responsible for a high level of 
competency in the basic skills of reading, writing; s_pealcing. and reasoning; it exposes them to a 
broad sampling oflh.e range an:d variety of human knowledge and of the ways of knowing; and it 
attempts to instill a critical awareness of human knowledge and ofits relationship to lhe human 
coodition. 
Course Criteria 
Each general education course is expected to help our students to an informed and critical 
appreciation of the best and most valued creations of the human spirit.~ ll_ach course is 
exjlected to engage the students in two different realms of knowledge: 
The first realm can be called received knowledge, the accepted, standard, and conventional 
knowledge of the methods and matter of the field represented by that course. 
The second realm can be called critical knowledge, which results from the critical examination of 
the field's received knowledge. This critical examination is from two main perspectives: 
(i) the criticism of the field's received knowledge as viewed against the nature of 
knowledge and truth in general; 
(ii) the criticism oft~e field's received methods and matter as viewed against the 
current human cc:perience. 
2 
Each cou.rse is expected to address the following questions concerning received and critical 
knowledge: · 
1. What are the received methods and matter of the field? 
How do P,I'Bctitioners in this field do lhetr work? What skills and methods of reasoning 
define proficiency in this field? What skills and methods of communication are esteemed? 
What ar.e the r~ved informing prinCiples of the field? What an some of the field's key 
findings\~_ Wbai life setBe eftl!e fielll'9 <md key works? Who are some of the field's 
esteemed figures? 
2. What is the critical knowledge of lhe field? 
Row was, and is, the feeeived knowledge defined, lllld validated and challenged? How 
can the received knowledge be, or how Is it being, challenged? t{ow can this field 
illuminate, and be illuminated by, the current h~ experience, plll1ielflarly in Hlii1Rf5 ef 
~ina!! its diversity? 
Agessment ofthe.General Education Progmm 
1. 
2. 
3. 
Students will be surveyed as to how well they think their coul'5eS addressed the mission of 
the general education program: 
Instructors will be surveyed as to how well they think the course addressed the mission of 
general education. 
Student achievement in general education classes will be examined regularly by means of 
examinations. 
BASIC SKILLS REQUIREMENT. Nl students must satisfy the following requirements 
in basic academic and intellecrual skills: 
(a) 
(b) 
English 101 (J) and ENG 102 (3). Students must alse take llftli pass tile~ 
Intermediate Writing Assessment examination Stullettts whe de Ret p11ss this 
e!lllllHnalies mt!St Felllke B-IG H>2 l!f!!il !hey 8fe able te lie sa; in order to pass 
ENG\02. 
MATH 102 (J) or qualification in an appropriate examination; 
(c) tither MATil l30.1, MATH 172.1, PHIL 201 (amended version), or CS 105 
(logical Basis of Computing); 
3 
(d) one year of coUege or university study ora single foreign language or two years of 
high school study of a single fomgn language; 
(e) students must either pass an examination in the fundamentals of computing prior to 
taking more than 60 credits at Cenltal Washington Oniversicy 9r tali:e and pass one 
of the following classes: 
ADMG202 
BSED 316 
cs 101 
ED316 
Microcomputer Applications (3) 
Education Technology (3) 
Computer Basics ( 4) 
Educational Technology (3) 
BREADTH REQUIREMENT. Students must take a minimum of 14 credits from each of 
the three broad areas of the general education program. 
L THE NATURAL SCIENe:ES. The natural sciences provide basic methods for rigorously 
describing and comprehending the natural world. · St.lides~S HIIISi.take·atl.east ene Eellf5e &em 
~Be three !lf811p5, btl! may lake, Ill BEe lftas BAO el1159 !fem 0 siogie depiii1Htellf. ~ 
driven la'boratow and field obseryations are an essential mode ofteaching. !eamjng. and pl'i1cricli1g 
natural science Students mwt take three courses (14 qedits) outside their!Njor deoartmenb 
one from ea-ch of the three grouos It ma.Y be advantageous for students to take courses from. 
categories in the order they Jppear below Students may not Jake more than one dass from a 
si!lshrdq~artment - -
Fundamental Metwh er the Nalllrai-Werid "Disciplines of Phpit.al and Biol02ical 
Sciences An introdudion to ihe sltlsy efdlese sei.e~~ee:!l whose !lllbfeet meltet"is we 
fuftdeme~~.lftlebjeet! 6Bd feRJes efthe physieal w8;f4d: those-sciences that study the 
fundamentals of physical and life mtems. 
BISC 104 
CHEM 111/111.1 
CHEM 181/181.1 
GEOL 145/145.1 
PHYS 111 
PHYS211 
Fundamentals of Biology (S) 
Introduction to Chemistry and Lab ( 5) 
General Chemistry and Lab (5) 
Physical Geology and Lab (S) 
Introductory PhysiC! (5) 
General Physics (5) 
4 
Plttet'D$ and Conoertions 1o t.he Natciral World,.....M intred~telien Ia we Sl!ldy aflhese 
seieneeslhat 115e alme•vledge· effuftd&HieftleHnetefial~ ia eRJet le eftamifte large IIAil 
eemple11 eemD'IIMitieAS.efihi)se melefials. Those sciences that use a knowledge of basic 
scientific djscipling.to ewnine large-and complex physical and life SYStems, 
ANIH 110/110.1 
BISC 385 
BOT211 
ENST301 
GEOG 107 
GEOL 150/145.1 
GEOL 170 
PHYS 101 
ZOOL270 
BISC302 
CHEM 101 
ENST302 
FCSN245 
GEOL380 
PHYS 103 
Introduction to Biological Anthropology and Lab (S) 
Introduction to Evolution (5) 
Plants io the Modem World (5) 
Earth as ao Ecosystem (5) 
Introduction to Physical Geography (5) 
Geology ofNational Parks and Lab (5) 
Volcanoes Earthquakes, and Climate Change (S) 
Astronomy (5) 
Human Physiology (5) 
Human Ecology (5) 
Contemporary Chemistry (5) 
Resources and Man (5) 
Basic Nutrition (5) 
Environmental Geology (4) 
Sound, Musical Sound and Musical Instruments (3) 
n SOCIAL AND BEHAVIORAL SCIENCES. Students must take at least one course from 
each of the tltree groups. No more than one ci&S! from a single department may be counted 
toward this requirement. 
Penpectives on the Culturu and Experiences orthe United States. An introduction to 
the institutions, cultures. and traditions of the United States intended to encourage a 
critical and analytical understanding of how the past affects the present and the future. An 
introduction to the complexities of social, economic, and political processes, issues, and 
events in the United States intended to provide a context for infonned decision-making 
and citiz.enship. 
ECON 101 EcononUcissues(S) 
ECON 356 
ETS 101 
HlST 144 
POSC210 
soc 101 
soc 205 
ws 20I 
Government and Business (5) 
Ethnic Awareness (4) 
U.S. History Since 1865 (5) 
American Politics (5) 
Social Problems (5) 
American Society (5) 
Introduction to Women Studies (3) 
5 
Pt13prdives on Worid C ultlli'U. k1 introduction to institutions, cultures, and traditions 
of nations, groups,.and societies outside the.United States intended to encourage an 
understanding and appreciation of the diniensions of human diverSity as well as 
similarities. An introduction to contemporary international and transnational issues' 
intended to provide a b~der per,spective of the individual's relationsliip to other cultures 
and to common human·coneems. 
ANTII 130 
AST 102 
ECON 102 
GEOG 101 
HIST 102 
IDST 103 
LAS 102 
POSC 370 
Introduction to Cultural Anthropology (5) 
Introduction to Asian Studies (3) 
World Economic Issues (5) 
Man's Changing Earth (5) 
World Civilization: 1500-1815 (5) 
World Civilization Since 1815 (5) 
Introduction to Latin American Studies (5) 
International Politics ( 5) 
Fou.ndations orB uman Adaptations and Behavior. An introduction to and analysis of 
the fundamental principles underlying human interaction intended to foster a better 
understanding of the human condition. An introduction to the fundamental patterns and 
understandings of human interaction with natural and man mad.e environments intended to 
belp students make informed judgment.$ concerning broad environmental iSsues. 
ANTII 107 
ANTII 120 
ENST303 
GEOG308 
POSC 101 
PSY 101 
PSY 205 
soc 107 
General Anthropology (5) 
Introduction to Archaeology (5) 
Environmental Management (5) 
Cultural Geography (5) 
Introduction to Politics (5) 
General Psychology (5) 
Psychology of Adjustment (5) 
Principles of Sociology (5) 
Ill. ARTS AND HUMANITIES. Students must take at least one course from each of the three 
clusters. No more than one class from a single department may be counted toward this 
requirement. 
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Literature and the humanities: 
ENG 105 
ENG328 
ENG329 
HUMI01 
HUM 102 
HUM 103 
The Literary Imagination: An Introduction to Literature (4) 
World Literature I (4} 
The aesthetic experience: 
ART 101 (5) 
ART 357 (3) 
ART 456 (4) 
MUS IOl (5) 
MUS 102 (5) 
PE 161 (3) 
TH 101 (3) 
TH 107 (4) 
TH382 (4) 
World Literature II (4) 
Introduction to the Humanities (5) 
Introduction to the Humanities (5) 
Introduction to the Humanities (5) 
Introduction to Art (5) 
Alii can and Oceanic Art (3) 
History of Eastern Art (4) 
History ofJazz ( 5) 
Introduction to Music (5) 
Cultural History of Dance (3) 
Appreciation ofTheatre (3) 
Introduction to Theatre ( 4) 
Ethnic Drama (4) 
Philosophies and cultures of the wortd: 
Foreign Languages 251, 252, or 253 Second year foreign language (5) 
PHH.. .lO I Introduction to Philosophy (5) 
PHIL 302 Ethics (5) 
PIDLJIO Philosophies of India (5) 
PHIL 352 Western .Philosophy I (S) 
PHIL 353 WeSJI='ll Philosophy n (5) 
PIDL 354 Western Philosophy ffi(5) 
RELS 101 lntcoduction to Religion (5) 
RELS 20 I Sacred Books of the World (5) 
-· 
Administration of the General Education Program 
May4, 1996 
Committee Structure 
We believ'e that the General Education Committee should be restnlctured to provide for greater 
continuity. To have one third of the commiuee turn over t:Very academic year as a1 present means 
Starting anew t:Ver>J year. We propose a faculty committee of eight, whQse members will ~ 
four-year tenns. . 
I. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
Assessment of the General Education Program 
Syllabi, outlines, and learning objectives will be collected for each general education 
course. 
Students will be surveyed as to bow well they think the course addressed the mission of 
general education. 
Instructors will be surveyed as to how well they think the course addressed the mission of 
general education. 
Student achit:Vc:ment in general education classes will be examined regularly by means of 
examinations. 
The General Education Co.mmittec; will judge the extent to which general education 
criteria are being satisfied and will malce appropriate recommeodalio~ to the Faculty 
Senate. 
Writing and Speaking Across the Curriculum 
The faculty affirms the importance ot: writing 8J1d speaking as essential skills .and significant forms 
ofleaming.. Thus guided practice in writing and speaking should be integrated into instruction 
across all disciplines. Competence in ~ writing is ~pported in the following ways: 
I. The English department will offer rwo required writing courses, ENG 101 and I~ which 
provide guidance and practice in the kinds-of writing re'quired in academic settings-. 
Stu!letll9 whe fei;llhe lllteRRL!Eiiate \'hitiAgA~!Ie95meArwilllle Fefjuit'L!Eite F~G 
!02,- PMsage of an Intermediate Writing AMSsmcnt eyaminalion will be remilred to o;w 
ENG 102 
2. 
3. 
Departalents will be encouraged to i11clude guided writing andfor speaking assignmenrs in 
their general education classes. Classes which provide significant wrillc:n and/or oral 
response to the assignments will be held 10 a maximum class size of 25. The staff of the 
English department's Computer Writing Center will provide assistance to faculty who wish 
to review andre~ the syllabi of their general education c:l~ for the clarity, 
·appropriateness and t:Valuative measures iilcluded as part of writing assignments. 
Students who require assistance with writing assignments encountered in their general 
education courses will be provided tutorial sUpport by the academic skills center. 
s. Sltldenl5 whe, based erHheir:peA6FIIIenee e1111!e iflteffilediate ·nriting MSe551Rellt OF-iMl 
~alienefa 'prefes_sar,Fefjl!i~ 
eneeuotefell in lila oome!!ll eftileiF maier ereli!f""~e'Jided tuteFilll st~Boe!t and 
·ffl!l Rpe&t eiG 1~. 
4. Recognizing.that the modes ofinquiry and expression which c:liaraderize the writing of an 
area of study ue an integral pl!rl of ~plinary knowledge, we recommend that the 
faculty of all majorprograms designate, as part of their end-of-major assessment. an upper 
division writing requirement as a :means for monitoring writing competence in the major 
program. The requirement could be a discipline-specific writing course; a senior thesis, a 
series of course-embedded writing assignments, a portfolio, a professional project, Bf a 
capstone seminar in which ·writing is a key component, or a]Dajor course linked to a 
seC!ion of ENG 301. 
5. Worbhops on effectively integrating and evaluating writing and speaking assignments 
will be offered regularly by the English Deparunent's Computer Writing Center staff. 
Advising 
The committee belit:Ves that Student advisi11g .services must be closely integrated with the general 
education program. At present, coordination of the acadeiliic: advising program is under the 
jurisdi~n of the De;ln of Academic: Semces. We recommend that the Associate Director of 
Admissions and Advising sit ex officio as a non-voting member with the General Education 
Committee in order to coordinate advisi!IS services wi.th the content of the general education 
program. 
.· 
' At present hundreds of\vaivers of general education requirements per quarter are signed in the 
office of the Dean of Admissions and Records. Policies for issuing these waivers should come 
from the General Education Committee. 
New Classes 
Two l)ew classes appear in the basic requirements section of our proposal: 
Math 102. Matllematical Topics (3). Overview of numeration systems, modeling with 
algebra, role of geometry, financial matters, prQbability and statistics, and other selected 
topics. 
The committee felt very strongly that all studen!s should be requ~ to have some knowledge oC 
college level mathematics. The mathematics department has devised this class to meet that · 
requirement. Under our proposal students who are able to pass a suitable enmination will not be 
required to take this course. 
CS lOS. The Logic pfComputing (3). Problem solving; algorithm development; 
complt!X.ity; Computability. Representation of algorithms as computer programs: 
data; decision and control; inherent sour<;es of error. 
This class is added to strengthen the formal reasoning component of the basic requirements. 
Revised Classes 
Several existing classes have been or are being revised by departments to assure their suitability 
for the general education program: 
PHIL 201 . Introauction to Logic (5). This class will offer greater emphasis on formal 
syllogistic and symbolic logic Thegenetal critical thinking aspects of the existing 
PHIL 20J ·are being moved to a new class, 'PHIL 202. 
HUM 101, 102, IQ3lnlroductlon to Humanities. Class descriptions are being rewritten to 
reflect the actual content ofthese courses. 
Other departments are considering reducing three and fou.r-hundred level classes which are part of 
tile general education proposal to the one or two hundred level. Art, Geography, Philosophy, 
Economics, Theatre Arts, and Political Science have either put these changes in train or are 
actively considering them. 
The Computer Proficiency Requirement 
) 
The committee is of opinion that students should have to demonstrate some skill at operating 
computers. Such 'skills may be acquired in many way!l. Students wilt be asked to pass a simple 
computer literacy examination or to elfef complete one of the following classes: 
ADMG202 
BSED 316 
cs 101 
ED316 
Microcomputer Applications (3) 
Education Technology (J) 
Computer Basics ( 4) 
Educational Technology (3) 
The examination is described in Appendix A. 
Staffing Impacts of the Proposed General Education Program 
A major concern for the University as weU as for individual departments-is the impact of this 
proposal on staffing and course offerings. Once the propo.sai had clearly takeil shape, the 
Committee undertook a study in·an attempt to determine the probable effects of replacing the 
~sting program with this proposal. A summary of the re5ults of this stu.dy is presented ~ow. 
Thoge inter~ed in more information ar-e encouraged to contact the Committee. 
Many courses in the existing general ~ucati.on program have not been included in this proposal. 
These include 54 Physical Education activities courses 11nd 62 other academic courses. Thirteen 
courses would be added to the program under this proposal, although only two of these are newly 
created courses. 
It is impossible to accounl for every ~trect which coulli ensue from the implementation of this 
propo.s:al. H9wever, the Comrriittee feels that only very minor reallocations of resources will be 
required and that most of these will be within departments. That is, departmenfs may have to 
adju·st staffing from one course to an.other, but (with one exception) departments wiU not lose 
faculty. 
In order to ascertain the impact of this proposal, the Committee began by studying the current 
propn. It was necessary to develop an app.roximation of the number of students taking cou~ 
in each of the present sections of the program to determine if enough sections of classes would be 
present in the new pr:ogram to meet student demand. From this information it was determined 
that approximately 1000 students would need to be accommodated in each of the nine subsections 
of the Breadth portion of the proposal and that a ~ke number would be needed in each of the 
English composition courses, Math 102, and the Reasoning component of the Basic portioiL 
The expected impact in each of the ~ions of the general education program is given below, 
followed by11 brief discussion of the impact on individual departments. 
-· 
Basic Skills 
ENG 101. The current demand will continue. 
ENG 102. There will be an increase in the number of sections offered in line with the number of 
students who fail the writing ·proficiency exam. 
MA Til I 02. A new course which will require staffing. Part of this will be offset by the staff 
released from the reasoning requirement reduction in MATII IJO. 
CS 105. A new course which will require staffing. 
MA Til 130. There will be a reduction by 1/6 in required staffing due to the addition of CS I 05 as 
an option. 
Plm. 201 . There will be a reduction by 1/6 in required staffing due to the addition ofCS 105 as 
an option. 
FOREIGN LANGUAGE. The current demand wiU continue. 
The Natural Sciences 
Fundamental M&leFials efthe Natllflll Werld Disciplines of Physical and Biological Sciences. 
There will be approximately 400 excess student slots available in the courses in this section. If 
four fewer sections ofBISC 104 are offered and two fewer sections ofGEOL 145 are offered, 
this surplus will be eliminated. 
Patterns and Connections in the Natural World. The courses in this section are sufficient to meet 
the current demand. The added course GEOL 170 may require two additional sections. 
Applications ofNatural Science. Approximately 500 more students need to be accommodated in 
this section. If four sections ofBISC 104 are eliminated from MFundamental Materiels 
Disciplines" and replaced by four sections ofBISC 302, and if one or tWo new courses are 
offered, this section will meet the current demand. 
Social and Behavioral Sciences 
Perspective on the Cultures and Experiences of the United States. The courses in this section are 
sufficient to meet the current demand. 
Perspectives on World Cultures. The courses in this section are sufficient to meet the current 
demand. 
Foundations of Human Adaptations and Behavior. The courses in this section are sufficient to 
meet the current demand. 
Arts and Humanities 
Literature and the Humanities. The courses in this section are sufficient to meet the current 
demand. 
The Aesthetic Experience. The courses in this section are sufficient to meet the current demand. 
Philosophies and Cultures of the World. The courses in this section will probably need to be 
enhanced by places for 100 to 200 new students. A small portion of this will probably be made 
available by expanded enrollments in existing 2xx Foreign Language sections. The remainder will 
need to come from expanded offerings by Philosophy. 
Departmental Impact 
As stated above, most departments should experience little or no alteration in their current 
staffing requirements. Those departments which may be called upon to make more substantial 
adjustments are listed below with a brief explanation of the required changes. 
BIOLOGY. The Fundamental Materials of the Natural World section of the Natural Sciences wiU 
likely provide more places for students than will be necessary. BISC I 04 is the highest enrollment 
course in this section. Therefore, Biology could reduce its offering ofBISC 104 by four sections. 
Biology could then use this staffing to add four sections ofBISC 302 in the Applications of 
Natural Science section of the Natural Sciences, as this section requires additional places for 
students. 
COMPUTER SCIENCE. Nine sections of the new course CS I 05 will be needed for the 
Reasoning sec;tion of Basic Skills. Thus, Computer Science will require I. 0 FTE. 
ENGLISH. The elimination of ENG 301 will save about 36 sections per year of this course. 
(ENG 301 is counted as a 4 credit course for load purposes.) This will result in approximately 
144 fewer load points required for English. However, ENG 102 enrollments can be expected to 
increase as those who do not pass the writing competency test are forced to retake this course. 
At a 33% failure rate, about 15 new sections of ENG 102 would be required, for a gain of60 load 
points. Thus, English can expect a loss of approximately 84 load points, or 2.3 FTE. 
GEOLOGY. The Fundamental Materials of the World section of the Natural Sciences will likely 
provide more places for students than will be necessary. GEOL 145 is the second highest 
enrollment course in this section. Geology could offer two fewer sections of this course. To 
compensate, Geology could offer two additional sections of the course GEOL 170 which is new 
to general education and wiD appear in the Patterns and Connections in the Natural World section 
of the Natural Sciences. Therefore, there will be no net change in Geology staffing. 
MATIIEMATICS. Four fewer sections ofMATII 130 will be required because there wiD be 
three departments offering courses in the Reasoning section of Basic Skills instead of two. This 
will make 20 load points available. However, Mathematics Will require 20 to 25 sections per year 
to staffthe' new 3 credit MATH 102 Basic Skills requirement. This will require approxi~tely 70 
load points. The net result Will be a. need to staff roughly SO load points. Thus, Mathemati~ will 
require 1.5 FTE new faculty. 
PHILOSOPHY. Four fewer sections of PHIL 20 I will be required because there will be three 
depll.rtments offering courses in the Reasoning ~on of Basic S\cills instead of two. However, 
Philosophy will need to accommodate up to 200 new students in the Philosophies and CUltures of 
the World section oftheAns and Humanities. This will require four sections. Therefore, 
Philosophy will need to adjust its offerings, but ~hould not be affected with respect to staffing.. 
OTHER DEPARTMENTS. Changes in offerings to other depll.rtments should be more obvious 
and have less impact than those listed above. 
Appendix A 
Com outer Literacy Oualifica!ion Examination 
To qualifY, a student must be able to: 
I. IdentifY and explain the function of the basic components of a computer 
2. Explain the difference between software and hardware. 
3. Perfonn the basic operating system functions: 
a. fonnat a disk. 
b. Copy files to and from a floppy disk. 
c. Create directories in a logical fashion. 
d. Delete files. 
e. Print a file. 
4. Perfonn basic spreadsheet operations: 
a. Create a spreadsheet. 
b. Add labels. 
c. Simple functions using arithmetic operators. 
d. Generate graphs. 
5. Perfonn basic word processing operations: 
a. Create a document. 
b. Select fonts. 
c. Set margins 
d. Activate the spelling checker. 
e. Print a document. 
6. Access the library's on-line catalog. 
7. Perfonn basic Internet operations: 
a. E-mail 
i. Send a message. 
ii. Send a file. 
iii. Read a message. 
iv. Extract and save a message as a file. 
b. Discussion lists 
i. Join a list. 
ii. Communicate with a list. 
~· 
c. Read a Usenet anicle. 
d. World Wide Web 
i. Understand the fonn ofUnifonn Resource Locators 
I. http 
2. ftp 
3. telnet 
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Please sign your name and return sheet to Faculty Senate secretary 
directly after the meeting. Thanl~ you. 
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CENTRAL WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY 
LIBRARY SERVICES 
OHice ol lhe Oean 
!IEJIORJlNDUJI 
Dr. Thomas Moore, Provost and Vice President 
for Academic Affairs 
Date: 
Dr. Gary A. LeyJis, Dean of Library & Media Services 7 ~ t/~ 
May 6, 1996 · - -
From: 
Subject: Recommendation for Library Service Policy 
You have received the recommendations of the Library Advisory Committee 
concerning the faculty rules within the Library Service Policy. I have 
discussed those recommendations with the Library Department Heads. We 
recommend the following changes to the Library Service Policy. 
1. checkout period of 90 days with unlimited renewals (same as LAC) 
2. fines as stated in the policy (same as LAC) 
3. establishment of a 7 day grace period after a book becomes 
overdue before fines are levied (LAC recommended 1 0 days, but 7 
days is the policy now in place for all other users) 
4. limit of 75 books checked out to a faculty member at one time 
(our original recommendation; LAC recommended no limit) 
Recommendation Prior to 1996 Referral 
to Librarv Advisory Committee 
1. checkout period of 30 days 
with unlimited renewals 
2. (same as original recommendation*) 
3. (same as original recommendation) 
4. limit of 25 books checked out 
to a faculty member at one time 
I 5. application of fine if a faculty user does not return a recalled 
item within 7 days of notice (LAC recommended 1 0 days grace, 
but 7 days in current policy for all other users) 5. (same as original recommendation) ! 
c: Library Department Heads 
Library Advisory Committee RECEiVED 
~At 0 6 1QCUi 
400 E. Blh Avenue • Enonsbutg, WA 911<)26.75-08 • SQ9,96J. I901 • FAX ~963-3684 offiCE Oflll£l'RO~OS1 
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* All bOrrowers are 1ublect to charges. Tt\e d&ll stamped in lhe book 
ls tn. r•Jt noUc:e ol lh• dvl date . FaUur• to .roc:eho• notic.u do.-s nol 
exempt borrowers rrom responsibility lor charges. The tonowlng charges 
are Incurred when Items lrom the regular collection are not returned to 
the Library: 
• 
• 
A S2.00 nne Is assessed for each Item tt\at becomes 
IIN&n days O'llrdul 
• An additional flne of $3.00 per item charge ls assessed when 
materials become rourteen days overdue 
An additional $7.00 per Item processing ree Is assessed when 
m.atertals become 21 days overdue 
A replacement cost Is also asStssed on the 21th day after the 
due date. The replacement eost ls bued on lht value of the 
book esUmated by the vendor. 
If the ~aing Item ts retumed to tht Library or found, the 
replactmtnt cost Is relunded. 
Tht tints and proctsslng rae are not refunded unless the 
Library Is found to have Jnc:orrec11y assessed the finn. 
The ftna tar overdue Reserve materials II $1 .00 par hour not to 
exceed $30.00 If • resltiVe nem Is not retumad wkhln 48 hours ot the due 
date and time, the borrower will be chergecl the tuU amount of char;u 
due plus the cwrent replacement coat of tnt material 
All charges must be pak:l at the cuhler's oftice In Barge Hall. 
University records may be held until such charges are cleared. Fanura to 
comply with library policy may result In tht rtvocatlon of library 
borrowing prlvllegts. 
22 April 1996 
Hugh Spall, Chair 
CWU Faculty Senate 
Dear Hugh: 
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The Faculty Senate Library Advisory Committ~ met on 17 April 1996 to discuss the Library 
Service Policy with respect to the changes in lilirary seT'iice that affect lilculty, As you are aware 
a new library Service Policy was approved by the Dean' s council and the Provost in March 1995. 
As the new policy was about to be·put into effect during spring quarter 1996, concern arose 
regarding the fines and restrictive lending policy toward faculty. Reantly, the Library Advisory 
Conunittee was asked to review tlie policy and make recommendations to the Dean ofUbraries. 
The LAC members discussed the pros and cons of several options regarding check-out periods, 
limiiS to the number of materials that can be borrowed, and fines for overdue books. The LAC 
voted unanimously to recommend the foUowing changes to the Library Service Policy regarding 
faculty: 
I) Period of check-out shall be 90 days with unlimited renewals. 
2) Fines as staled in the Library Service Policy shall be issued on overdue books with a I 0 day 
grace period beginning on the initial date of the overdue notice. 
3) There shall be no limit on the number of books that a faculty member may check-out. 
4) The library shall i!Utia!e a recaU .system to have books returned if requested by another patron. 
Upon notification of a recall request a faculty member shall return the item(s) requested within 10 
days or be subject to an overdue fine. 
The LAC felt that ~ recommendations are reasonable and should not unduly restrict the use of 
library resources by any faculty member. If you would like Some explanation or justification as to 
how or why we made these recommendations please contact me at :d 895 or enwl at Njamesph 
and I will be glad to discuss this issue. 
Sincerely, 
jJtZM((};~ 
Paul W. James 
Chair, Library Advisory Conunittee 
cc: Provost Moore 
Dean Lewis 
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TO: Hugh Spall, Chair 
F acuity Senate 
FROM: Thomas D. Moore ~ 
Provost/Vice President for Academic Affairs 
DATE: May9,1996 
SUBJECT: Library Service Policy 
I am forwarding to you the recommendation of the Dean of Library and Mectia 
Services reganiing the Library Service Policy. There-were no stated objections at 
the Deans' Council meeting. 
These recommendations are somewhat different than the Library Advisory 
Committee's recommendations but bave substantially changed from the 
recommendations approved last year by the Deans' Council. Earlier this year, in 
response to Senate/Faculty concern, the initial approved policy was suspended by 
me in order to allow the Library Advisory Committee to review the issue. 
As you know,l believe the earlier recommendations are more responsive to the central 
purpose of a Wliversity library and appropriate public policy. If requested, I wo~d be 
glad to review these concerns with the Senate. Of course, I am aware of the position of 
various faculty and at least two departments, that the Council's initial recommendation 
WliS too restrictive. I still believe that view to be misguided but somehow the issue must 
be brought to a close. 
/Is 
Attachment 
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ACADEMIC AFFAIRS MOTION: 
Move to extend expiration date of Motion #3022 for one more year. 
Memo 
To: Faculty Senate Executive Committee 
From: Faculty Senate Academic Affairs Committee 
Charles McGehee, Chair 
La May the Faculty Senate approved a plan to reorganize the Faculty 
Senate Academic Affairs Committee and redirect its charge to encompass 
those activities which earlier had been performed by the now-defunct 
Undergraduate Council. 
The Committee undertook as its prime task the collation and compilation 
of all academic policy on campus. Up to now, there is no single, 
definitive repository for academic policy. The Committee has met 
regularly every Thursday since last fall on this task, plus a number of 
others which intervened. 
we are pleased with the structure and new function of the Committee. It 
has become quite clear to us that we are performing a critical function 
which was lost with the dissolution of the Undergraduate Council and the 
abolition of the position of Dean of Undergraduate Studies. We are, 
apparently for the first time, are beginning to address in a systematic 
fashion the general scope and detail of academic policy. 
The task is greater than we anticipated, however. We have completed the 
section on admissions policy and are nearly finished with general academic 
policy. We are delaying action on the former pending completion of the 
latter, since we frequently find items scattered out of place that need 
to be inserted into a section which we thought complete. We have also 
discovered a number of items under Student Affairs as well as general campus 
policy and procedures which may need to be incorporated into academic policy. 
we ~herefore, request extention of our trial period for one additional year. 
• 
To: 
From: 
Subject: 
Date: 
,.oo o,s 
• • 
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CENTRAL WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY 
Department of Physical Education, 
Health Education, Leisure Services 
Physical Education Department 
Faculty Senators J {/,;i1J/. 
Dr. Stephen C. Jetreries~ .. JJr;;t, ,)JJ v 
Cormnents on the "New" General Education Program 
May 10, 1996 
Recently, an interesting event occurred in one of the hallways of our 
institution. A colleague was disturbed at the noise of students outside of the 
lecture room. Rushing out of the room to express his discontent he apparently 
questioned whether members of this disruptive element "were PE students or 
something." News of this comment interested me because almost 10 years earlier 
I had for some minutes been engaged in conversation with this individual about 
computers, when, with a puzzled expression he asked, "But what do you guys in 
physical education do with computers?" 
Well, the fact that times have in some ways not changed was recently 
reinforced to me by the "new" general education proposal now before you. Once 
again, good ol' PE (liz ed , sports, play, games, gym - or whatever disparaging 
term we choose to use) is out. And once again, general ed's mission is revealed in 
a statement of exemplary literary gobbledygook. Maybe it's because I'm just a 
.fized teacher that I don't comprehend what's new. You see to me it looks like old 
wine in a new bottle with a fancy incomprehensible label. Although we leave most 
of the classes unchanged, miraculously, in the future they will achieve some new 
super eminent intellectual mission. 
Not surprisingly, this new program has no place for anything the PEHLS 
department could possibly offer (What the heck do those fized coaches do 
anyway?). Fortunately, we can rest assured that the intellectualism our new 
general education program will foster, will enable students to reason their way 
through the debilitating diseases rampant in today's society. What flowery prose 
they'll be able to communicate at the eulogies of recently departed middle-aged 
stroke victims. And how accurately they'll be able to compute the most profitable 
life insurance to protect their families when a hypokinetic disease curtails their 
productivity. Yep. absolutely no need to share any infonnation about health, 
fitness, or wellness with students at this institution. But even if there was a need 
who could we possibly find to teach it? 
Physical Education Building • 400 E. 8th Avenue • Ellensburg, WA 98926-7572 • 509-963-1911 
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Faculty Senators 
Page2 
Everyone knows us jized people are just coaches. "What sport?" is the 
question I'm always asked. Imagine the surprise if news got out that some of our 
faculty actually teach in rooms other than the gymnasium. Consider the 
consternation if it became known that PEID..S faculty regularly present at state, 
regional, or national professional meetings. Wouldn't it be amazing to learn that 
our faculty even write for journals, have published books, conduct research and 
routinely compete for grants. Yes, in addition to being enthusiastic proponents of 
a physically active lifestyle, some of my department colleagues do participate in a 
few minor intellectual activities in their meager attempt to support the academic 
goals of our more esteemed academic colleagues. And some of us (over the past 
10 years) have even found a use for computers. 
Departmental diScrimination? Academic snobbery? Intellectual elitism? 
Nah! I wouldn't want to suggest that. After all, aren't we all so cognizant about 
avoiding discriminatory thinking or policies in our administrative and educational 
practices? Aren't we the defenders of intellectual freedom and purveyors of 
enlightenment? I'm sure that the "new" general education program before you in 
no way represents the self-interests of any group, is not myopic in it's focus, nor 
has been concocted to ensure the viability of courses or departments whose 
offerings our students might otherwise choose to ignore. 
As for jized I guess I11 just go on doing whatever it is us gym teachers do 
and leave the general education of our students to my respected colleagues, 
members all of a higher intellectual echelon. 
PS. For anyone who has read this far and detects the possibility of inequity, I've 
attached our department response the last time elimination of the PE requirement 
was proposed. This time, we unfortunately weren't given any rationale, thereby 
conveniently eliminating our opportunity to provide a counter argument. 
• • 
Central 
Washington 
University 
Depanmenl of Physical Educalion. 
Heallh Educarion. Leisure Services 
Nicholson Pavilion 
Ellensburg, washinglon 98026 
(509) 963-1011 
PHYSICAL EDUCATION MEMORANDUM 
To: Members of the Faculty Senate 
From: Stephen c. Jefferies, Director of Physical Education 
Date: April 20, 1990 
Subject: THE INCLUSION OR EXCLUSION OF THE PHYSICAL. 
EDUCATION REQUIREMENT 
----------------------------------------
----------------------------------------
At the next Senate meeting (April 25th) you will be asked to vote 
on the proposed elimination of the physical education activity 
requirement. Summarized below is evidence supporting the inclusion 
of a. physical education requirement. 
~. The health of the adult American population is declining. 
-fewer than 10\ of adult Americans exercise adequately 
-evidence indicates physical activity reduces the incidence of 
heart disease, colon cancer, diabetes, and obesity 
2. Universities are moving to reinstate required physical education 
activity courses. · · ·. · .. ".. · . 
- In -1984, 37\ had a .physical education requirement. th 1989 
this figure had i~creased .. to 45% 
3. Five of the nation's six top rated national liberal arts 
colleges have a physical education requirement. 
4. "Many human meanings are expressed through means other than 
English or Mathematics--through physical movement ••• The 
Commdttee feels that work in expressing such meanings is a 
legitimate and essential part of a general education." 
(Statement from 1978 report on General Education Program - "the 
last philosophy paper on General Education"). 
Please. evaluate this evidence against the evidence presented to you 
tor proposing the elimination of a physical education requirement. 
Thank you. 
.• 
• 
Central 
Washington 
University 
February 28, 1990 
Faculty Senate 
Central Washington University 
Dear Senator: 
Dcpar1ment of Physical Education. 
Health Education. Leisure Services 
Nicholson Pavilion 
Ellensburg, washington 98926 
(509) 963-1911 
At the next Senate meeting a proposal will be made to 
eliminate the two credits of required physical education from the 
Basic requirements. The implications of this decision for our 
department is not the issue we wish to address in this letter. 
Rather, we wanted to draw your attention to the manner in which 
decisions affecting General Education are being made. 
Enclosed is a copy of a letter informing the department of 
the decision of the General Education Committee to propose the 
elimination of the physical education requirement. The department 
was never informed that this proposal was being discussed, nor 
given the opportunity to respond before a final decision was 
made. You will note the inclusion in that letter of the rationale 
of the Committee in making their decision. Enclosed also is a 
copy of the response r drafted to the Committee attempting to 
address the stated rationale. 
Last week members of the Physical Education Department met 
with the General Education Committee and were informed that 
justification for the Committee's decision was not made on the 
basis of the criteria listed in the enclosed letter. Instead it 
was now being made on the basis of the current catalog statement 
which notes that Basic Requirements "are intended to help 
students better use the English language to formulate and 
communicate ideas, and to make them more aware of and skillful 
with logic and mathematics." This definition has undergone 
transformation from the last Senate-approved General Education 
Statement of 1978. 
It is the belief of our faculty that decisions regarding the 
addition or deletion of courses in the Basic Requirements should 
be deferred until Central Washington University's philosophy of 
General Education has been discussed and clarified by the Senate. 
Sincerely, 
~~tuv c :Jrcf 
Stephen C. Jefferies 
Director of Physical Education 
.. 
Central 
Washington 
University 
June 28, 1989 
Dr. John Gregor, Chair 
Physical Education Department 
CAMPUS 
Dear Dr. Gregor: 
D<.:un o f Umkrgruduillc SlucJic:s 
Bouillon 2u7 I 
Ellensburg. \\'nshinglon 9BD2fi 
(3091 963-1403 
RECEIVED 
JUN 3 0 1989 
CWU PEIATHLETICS 
During a meeting in May, the General Education Committee 
passed a motion recommending that the "Physical Education 
Activities" requirement be eliminated from the Basic portion 
of the General Education Program. The purpose of this letter 
is to inform you that it is my intention to advance the 
recommendation to the Faculty Senate with my endorsement. I 
will be requesting the change become effective as soon as 
possible and no later than fall, 1991 (next edition of the 
catalog) . 
In arriving at its decision, the committee was mindful of (1) 
the fact that almost all colleges in Washington state have 
dropped such a requirement (Indeed, many institutions have 
established a maximum number of physical education activity 
credits it will allow toward degree requirements.), {2) · 
requiring two credits of P.E. activity is woefully inadequate 
for developing healthful living habits, (3) requiring P.E. 
activities is not consistent with the statement of purpose 
for Basic Requirements printed in the catalog, and (4) the 
Committee is considering recommending replacement 
requirements in critical thinking and math computations. 1 •• ) 
,. ' 
My letter will be sent to the Senate Chair prier to the 
beginning of fall quarter. 
Sincerely, 
~ Schliesman 
, I 
Dean of Undergraduate Studies 
lp 
c: Prevmst Edingtan 
Dean Applegate 
.. 
Central 
Washington 
University 
January 19, 1989 
Donald M. Schliesman 
Dean of Undergraduate Studies 
Bouillon 207 I 
CAMPUS 
Dear Dean Schliesman: 
Depanment of Physical Educalion. 
Heulth Educution. Leisure Services 
~icholson Pavilion 
Ellensburg. wasl1ing1on 98926 
(509) 963-1911 
I 'would like to respond on behalf of the Physical Education 
faculty to your letter dated June 28th (copy attached), in which 
the Chair of the Department of Physical Education, Health, and 
Leisure Services was informed of the proposed elimination of the 
"Physical Education Activities" requirement from the Basic 
portion of the General Education Program. In this letter, you 
outlined the rationale for the Committee's proposal. This letter 
is in response to the rationale provided. 
1. "almost all colleges in Washington state have dropped such a 
requirement" 
While it is true that the other state universities currently do 
not have a physical education requirement, our faculty questions 
this rationale as the basis for making decisions of any kind at 
this university. This logic would presumably lead us to similarly 
conclude that we should eliminate all curricular committees at 
Central and simply clone our programs on the decisions made by 
the other, apparently more enlightened, state universities. We 
anticipate that most faculty would agree that decisions at CWU 
should be made on an independent basis with a view to making 
decisions that represent the best interests of our students. It 
is our belief that the burgeoning enrollment we are currently 
experiencing is indicative of Central's reputation as a leader in 
Washington State higher education. As such, while it is certainly 
appropriate for us to review developments in other state 
universities we should not make or justify curricular decisions 
based solely on their actions. 
If, on the other hand, the Committee felt it appropriate to be 
guided by trends and programs in other universities, then surely 
a less parochial perspective ought to have been adopted. For 
example, the results of a recent national survey of 251 colleges 
and universities which showed that whereas in 1984, 37% reported 
a physical education requirement, in 1989 this figure had 
increased to 45% (Miller, G.A., Dowell, L.J., & Pender, R.H., 
1989, August, JOPERD, pp. 20-23). Apparently, a growing number 
of institutions are moving to reinstate required activity 
courses. 
, 
• 
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In the October 16th, 1989 edition of U.S. News and World Report, 
the nation's top ranked universities and colleges were listed. 
According to the report, "In the vast array of American 
education, no group of institutions comes closer to matching the 
popular ideal of what higher learning should be than do the 
nation's 141 national liberal arts colleges." Five of the top six 
colleges listed in this report have physical education 
requirements; the exception has no requirements of any kind 
except for an introductory course to liberal studies. Several of 
the schools rated toward the top of this listing not only have 
physical education course requirements but also mandatory 
physical fitness and swimming tests. Closer to horne, Pacific 
Lutheran University, ranked in the top twenty of the listing of 
562 regional colleges and universities in the United States 
demands 4 semester hours of physical education for all 
undergraduate students. In fact, in PLU's General University 
Requirements only one course, P.E. 100 is specifically mandated 
(see attachment). 
2. "requiring two credits of P.E. activity is woefully inadequate 
for developing healthful living habits" 
On this premise we are in total agreement. The Physical Education 
faculty do not however agree that the solution is total 
elimination of the physical education requirement. We would 
suggest that an alternative and more appropriate viewpoint might 
be to address a well documented societal problem. 
A recent report carried in national and regional newspapers 
(attached), noted that fewer than 10% of adult Americans exercise 
at levels recommended by the Surgeon General. A study by the 
Institute for Aerobics Research showed that people who are more 
active have a lower death rate from heart disease or cancer. 
According to the Center for Disease Control, "Evidence indicates 
that regular physical activity reduces the incidence of ... many 
medical conditions " (including heart disease, colon cancer, 
diabetes, and obesity). Unfortunately, the CDC also noted that at 
least five of the 11 physical fitness goals for 1990, which it 
outlined at the beginning of the decade will not be met. Attached 
to this letter are statements that represent a summary of the 
scientific evidence on the benefits of physical activity. The 
evidence clearly indicates that the physical condition of 
American children and adults is deteriorating. We believe that it 
would be irresponsibly remiss for an educational institution to 
ignore this condition. We note the debilitating impact drug abuse 
is currently wreaking on a society that chose for many years to 
ignore the problem. The evidence is clear that similar 
repercussions will be forthcoming if we don't take steps to 
counter young people's attitudes towards physical well-being. 
It's true that students are typically exposed to the importance 
of physical fitness in the public schools. It's also true they 
are exposed to mathematics, literature, and the appropriate usage 
of the English language. In our current General Education Program 
selected concepts and skills from these areas are reviewed and 
• 
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embellished. Upon what basis should the case be different for 
concepts and skills selected from physical education? The 
Physical Education faculty believe it vital that students are 
exposed to concepts that will motivate them into activity. To do 
this effectively, students must be reguired to demonstrate 
knowledge of fitness concepts and skills. Just as with any other 
skill, those who are deficient are reluctant to voluntarily 
expose themselves to physical activity. In other words, without a 
requirement those students who are already active will likely 
continue to participate in regular exercise, whereas those 
students most at risk will continue to move along a path of 
physical impoverishment. 
It is significant that through the Department's 'Wellness' 
program almost 200 faculty and staff at our university have 
endorsed the importance of regular physical activity by 
dedicating an hour each day to exercise. The numbers alone 
testify to the importance faculty and staff place on the 
maintenance of physical fitness. Few other campus events can 
boast similar faculty interest. In fact we would estimate that 
faculty attendance over the year at Central's Wellness hour is 
greater than ·faculty attendance at all other university events 
combined! If physical activity is so highly valued by our 
faculty, surely we must conclude that it is indeed worthwhile and 
should be promoted among our students? As the Committee rightly 
concluded two credits of P.E. activity are woefully inadequate. 
Surely the logical conclusion of this observation ought to be to 
increase the requirement so that students are participating in 
physical activity every quarter? 
3. "requiring P.E. activities is not consistent with the 
statement of purpose for Basic requirements printed in the 
catalog" 
The existence of physical education under the Basic requirements 
led us to reason that at one time the statement of purpose 
appearing in the catalog must have read a little differently from 
the current catalog. Indeed, if we go back to the 1978-79 catalog 
we discover a distinctly different statement of purpose: 
"Communication skill, preceding all other effective academic 
endeavors, and Physical Education (my emphasis}, developing an 
appreciation for physical fitness, recreational skills, and 
cooperative activities, constitute the basic requirement." In the 
1980-81 catalog it was noted that, "The Basic skills requirements 
include both Academic Skills and Expressive Skills (my 
emphasis) ... The Expressive Skills requirements are intended to 
help students better express meanings through vehicles other than 
English and Mathematics." The same statement is included up to 
the 1985-87 catalog. 
Without belaboring the point it seemed apparent to our faculty 
that the intent of the Basic Skills requirement has changed from 
catalog to catalog. Initially, we asked ourselves whether these 
changes reflected conscious decisions agreed upon by the 
appropriate university committees and endorsed by the Faculty 
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Senate, whether they represented editorial "improvements" in the 
catalog descriptions, or whether they were simply errors of 
omission? Upon investigation, it appears that the last (and most 
recent) published statement regarding the General Education 
Program was produced in 1978 and apparently was " ... the result of 
several years of study and discussion by members of more than one 
General Studies Committee." This report notes the importance of 
traditional academic skills then continues with the following 
statement: 
"However, in addition to these traditional academic 
skills, the Committee also supports the development of 
other expressive skills. Many human meanings are 
expressed through means other than English or 
Mathematics--through physical movement, through dance 
and music, in dramatic performances, in the arts and 
crafts. The Committee feels that work in expressing 
such meanings is a legitimate and essential part of a 
general education (our emphasis). 
In the absence of a more recent revision, the 1978 report clearly 
stands as the prevailing university philosophy regarding General 
Education. As such the Physical Education faculty suggest that 
the rationale noted under #3 is itself inconsistent with Central 
Washington University's General Education Program philosophy. 
As you are of course aware the tentative draft on five-year 
university goals, proposes a review of the "CWU philosophy of 
General Education." Proposing a significant change in the General 
Education Program at this time in the absence of an acceptable 
philosophy statement is in our opinion premature and might be 
perceived by some as unacceptably prejudicial. As the current 
Committee proceeds in the task of formulating an acceptable 
philosophical statement for the General Education Program it will 
of course be entirely appropriate to review the rationale for 
inclusion of physical education and all other courses currently 
offered under the General Education rubric. At this time we would 
suggest that in order to make an informed decision the Committee 
should permit departments the opportunity to argue the legitimacy 
of their offerings in view of the goals of the new program. 
4. "the Committee is considering recommending replacement 
requirements in critical thinking and math computations.'' 
The Physical Education faculty contends that such suggestions are 
premature for reasons noted above. In addition, while the faculty 
have no reason to suggest that the proposed new classes would not 
be of value to our students, we observe that classes in 
philosophy and mathematics are currently included in both the 
Basic and Breadth requirements. Presumably the Committee felt 
that studen~s are currently exposed insufficiently in these 
areas, therefore justifying addit~onal requirements. We would 
like to make two additional observations. First; we do not 
understand how under premise #2 inadequate exposure to physical 
activity justified a suggestion to delete classes in this area, 
I ( 
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while inadequate exposure to critical thinking and mathematics 
apparently justifies the addition of classes in these areas. 
Second, we ask 'How much is enough?' Will the addition of~ 
class in critical thinking and mathematics fully prepare our 
students to deal with life's decision making or computational 
problems? We somehow doubt it. Based on the 1978 philosophical 
statement it seemed to us that the intent of the General 
Education Program was to expose students to important concepts 
which hopefully will be reinforced as they continue into their 
majors. We must conclude that this interpretation represents the 
philosophy of the Committee that originally developed the General 
Education Program or why else would they have included such a 
wide selection of introductory classes. 
Is not the entire purpose of the General Education Program one of 
exposure and avoidance of specialization? It can hardly be argued 
that our students are not already exposed to the two additional 
areas proposed. By excluding any exposure to expressive physical 
skills in the General Education program, we risk creating a ~ 
program that exists simply as a means for supplementing student 
deficiencies in selected curricular areas. Liberal education by 
definition demands exposure to a broad range of skills; to 
promote specialization is to distort the purpose for which 
General Education requirements were intended. 
In summary, we believe that the rationale upon which last year's 
General Education Committee made its decision to propose the 
elimination of the physical education requirement was based on 
several inconsistent interpretations. Based on the information 
provided in this letter, we urge the present Committee to 
reconsider the proposal made to eliminate the physical education 
requirement from the university's general education program. I 
would be happy to discuss this matter further at your convenience 
or at the convenience of members of the current General Education 
Committee. 
Sincerely, 
~~(~ 
Stephen C. Jefferies 
Director of Physical Education 
cc. Beverly Heckart, Chair, Faculty Senate 
Members of General Education Committee 
John Gregor 
Date: Sun, 12 May 1996 12:08:30 -0700 (PDT) 
From: Personal Name <romboyd@CWU.EDU> 
To: Senate@CWU.EDU 
Cc: Senators@CWU.EDU 
Subject: Amendment to.the Proposed General Education Program < 
Hugh, 
I would like to submit a motion to amend the General Education Proposal 
under BREADTH REQUIREMENT, PART III, "Philosophies and cultures of the 
world" at the May 15th Faculty Senate meeting. The amendment would allow 
students to count a first-year foreign language course to sat~sfy the 
breadth requirement in the above area where the language is diffferent than 
the one they studied in high school. 
This motion has the signed support of 10 out of 11 tenured and tenure-track 
faculty members of the foreign languages department. (List of signatures 
available upon request) 
Dieter Romboy 
Faculty Senator 
Motion: 
Students may take either a first-year (151, 152 or 153) foreign language 
class in a language different than the one used to meet the two-year 
admission requirement or they may take any second-year (251, 252 or 253) 
foreign language class in the same language as studied in high school. 
Rationale: 
Giving our students the option of choosing a second foreign language to 
satisfy the breadth requirement would continue to increase their knowledge 
of foreign cultures, would further sharpen their sensitivity to 
intercultural relationships and diversity, and could improve individual 
expressiveness and communicative competence through a better understanding 
of their own language. 
First-year courses present to the student much more than just language 
acquisition. A review of most first-year as well as second-year language 
texts reveals substantive sections devoted to history, culture, 
civilization and linguistic differences between English and the foreign 
language. In addition, language as such is an expression of a particular 
culture. It reveals not only how the people who speak it think about and 
conceptualize the world but how they function within that world. 
Encouraging our students to deepen their awareness of a second foreign 
culture and language through a first-year breadth requirement course can be 
an effective mechanism for developing additional insights into the nature 
of human language and its uniqueness in expressing cultural identity. 
First-year courses do meet the rationale and course criteria for the 
proposed general education program by illuminating linguistic diversity and 
multiculturalism. 
This amendment would also assure that no student is re-taught the same 
language at the beginning levels which was studied in high school in order 
to fulfill the breadth requirement, as is permitted under the current 
~eneral Education Program. It would also allow access for breadth at the 
first-year level to the less commonly-taught languages in high school such 
as Japanese, Russian and Chinese. The proposed general education program 
would prevent most students from using these languages for breadth until 
after one full year of study at CWU. It clearly places them at a 
disadvantage for being selected by students for breadth. 
/ 
~~~=: ~~~h~ -~~~~~~~ 13:00:49 -0700 (PDT) 
To : senate@CWu.EDU 
Cc: senators@CWU . EDU 
Subject: Amendment motion for General Education Proposal 
The following is a motion to amend the "General Education Proposal" 
before you today. This motion asks you to request the general education 
committee to include the below stated course which deals with health 
i ssues and behaviors and the consequences of these on personal health and 
well-being . 
Motion: 
Health Essentials - HED 101 , a course deali ng with personal health issues 
and health behaviors, be included in the general education program. 
Rationale: 
The rati onale for ~he inclusion of this course is derived from several 
sources : 
1 . Centra l Washington University Mission Statement: 
The following two excerpts from the 1995 Central Washington University 
Mission statement remind us of the overriding purpose of education at 
this insti tution: 
."All members of t he university community s upport a relationship 
between teacher and student which makes both partners in learning, 
scholarship, research, creative expression, and the application of 
knowledge to solve human and societal problems· . 
." The university carries out this mission by fostering an 
environment which nurtures the physical, intellectual, social, and 
ethical development of each student " . 
2. General Education purpose statement 
The aim of General Educati on is to provide an education intended to 
enable students: 
. •to make informed and enlightened choices" (General Education 
Proposal, 1995). 
A request for clarification of this statement with regard to "choices 
about what ?", brought the following elaborati on : 
, "To provi de knowledge and skills to students that will enable 
them to be better decision makers on the multitude of issues they will 
face i n l ife• (Robert Jacobs - Gene ral Educa tion open forum, January 22, 
1996). 
3. Identification of the issues students will need knowledge of in order 
to make decisions about, i n life??? 
Questions and concerns about health issues and behaviors that impact 
personal health are prominent in today's society and must be addressed. 
Choices made by young adults today w~ll d irectly affect their quality of 
being and their potential risk of succumbing to chronic 
lifes tyle-oriented diseases that negatively i mpact their quality of life . 
(a) Evidence to support this contention is extensive, and ranges from the 
many mass medi a outlets t hat reflect publi c concern about personal health 
and well-bei ng, to the ma~y federal, state, and pri vate agency documents 
that r einforce health as a major issue fac i ng society (Surgeon General ' s 
Of~ice , Center for Disease Control, Dept . of Health and Human 
Services, ... • . • ). 
(b) National demand for education reform in schools, colleges and 
unJversities resulted in the formation of the Washington State Commission 
oil Student Learning. This 11-member !;lady has called for the 
implementation of "Essential Academ.ic Leaxning Re.quirements• i.n the 
following content areas: . 
.1. Kathematics.2. Read~ng and Writing.J, Communication. 
4. Science • 
. 5. Social Studies.6. The Arts .• 7. Health and Fitness 
In a recent document to inform the public of these changes , the 
commission wrote: 
."Giving s tudents the opportunity to develop knowledge (about 
health issues), s kills (reJ..ated to healthy l iving ) and healthy atti tudes 
can lead t o a lifetime of healthy practices . The essential academic 
learn.ing r equirement in Health and Fitness establi shes concepts and 
skills necessary for sa fe and healthy livi ng and, in turn, successful 
learni ng • . 
(c) Further evidence for personal health issues a s a dominant societal 
concern is provided in the comprehensive Healthy People 2000 report -
resulti ng from the corroboration of over 300 federal, state, 
professional, and community agencies. Specific goals for the 'health of 
the nation' were established and have served as cornerstones for a 
multitude of pri vate and government public health service projects and 
for educati onal reform. Specific components of the Healthy People 2000 
report that are addressed by this course i nclude: 
.% Substance abuse (including tobacco, alcohol, and other licit 
and illicit drugs) 
. % Non-communicable lifestyle-ori ented d i seases including 
cardiovascular disease, cancer, d i abetes , . osteoporosis, and obesity 
.% Communicable lifestyle oriented diseases including HIV, AIDS, 
other STD's, hepatitis, .• 
.% The relationship between low physical activity levels, various 
diseases, and the failure to maintain .functional i ndependence with aging 
4. Nature of the course . 
This course is a cademic in nature and is designed to: 
.1. provide the student with an intellectual awareness of the 
fundamental concepts and contemporary research on the multitude of 
factors associated with health behavi ors and a healthy lifestyl e and, 
.2. through thi s knowledge, better their ability t o make 
intelligent, rational, and thought ful deci sions about health behaviors 
that contribute t o the quality of l i £e with some understanding of the 
consequences of t heir decisions (critical thinking ) . 
You can ' t educate a student who isn't healthy - and 
you can't keep a student healthy who isn't educated 
This motion i s unanimously supported by the faculty in the Department of 
Physical Edu·cation, Health, and Leisure Services. Furthermore, it has 
the unqualif i ed support of Dr. Davi d Lundy, M.. D., other m.edical, and 
allied healt h pe rsonnel a t the CWU Health Center; Dr. Sarah Shumate -
Vice President for Student Affairs; and Mr. Jack Baker, D.irector - DAPPER 
Prevention Program and Di rector - Student Health and Counseling Center. 
Date: Wed, 15 May 1996 10:28:12 -0700 (PDT) 
From: Patsy Callaghan <username@cwu.edu> 
To: senators@CWU.EDU 
Cc: senate@CWU.EDU 
Subject: General Education Program 
Yor · ::eceived another e-mail message today regarding the English 
del- _·tment' s desire to delete ENG 328 and 329 from the course offerings 
listed under "Literature and the Hu;manities." That request, sent under my 
name by the department secretary, was still under consideration by our 
senators. 
Instead of that amendment, the senators will be bringing to the meeting a 
written request to substitute ENG 247, Multicultural Literature, for ENG 
328 and 329. The outcomes for that course fit quite appropriately with the 
goals of the revised general education program. 
Thank you for considering this revision. 
Patsy Callaghan, Chair, English Department 
Graduate Studies and Research 
Faculty Development Expenditures, 1995-96: $203,692 
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CENTRAL WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY 
Department of Political Science 
May 15, 1996 
Faculty Senate 
Central Washington University 
Campus 
Dear Colleagues: 
SYNOPSIS 
It is proposed that the university approve the creation of 
an major in Asian Studies leading to the granting of a Bachelor 
of Arts degree. Total credits required for program completion 
are 63. This proposal has been approved by the participating 
faculty advisory committee, associated departments, academic 
dean, Provost's Office, as well as the Curriculum Committee. The 
program may begin immediately in the Fall, 1996 quarter. With 
the imminent retirement of Dan Ramsdell (History), the program 
will be directed by Mike Launius and formally "housed" in the 
Political Science Department. This arrangement was approved by 
the Dean of COTS, Anne Denman, before her departure for China. 
The proposed program requires the creation of no new 
courses, the acquisition of no new faculty, nor does it increase 
faculty loads. It represents the formal elevation of an already 
existing mino·r program ( AsiajPacif ic Studies) to the status of a 
major. In fact, it represents the recognition and formalization 
of an already existing major - one that has been conducted de 
facto via the Individual Studies major option. This proposal 
will reduce confusion and paperwork, routinize the program of 
study, facilitate systematic recruitment of student majors, and 
increase overt faculty responsibility for program oversight - at 
no (or minimal) additional fiscal cost to the institution. 
'The university's long-standing commitments to 
internationalization and cultural diversification may be 
furthered via this program's content and conduct. The successful 
track record of recent graduates in employment and graduate 
school also supports elevation of the program to major status. 
AS of now, there are four students applying for the IS program. 
All of this points toward the utility of the proposed major. 
Sincerely, 
'lK~~a+~ 
Michael A. Launius 
Associate Professor & Chair 
Psychology Building 414 • 400 E. 8th Avenue • Ellensburg, WA 98926-7578 • 509-963-2408 • FAX 509-963-1241 
EEO/ANTITLE IX INSTITUTION • TDD 509-963-3323 
TO: Faculty Senate 
FR: Wesley Van Tassel, Chair 
Theatre Arts 
RE: New Graduate Program, plus New Specialization in the B.A. Program 
Date: May 15, 1996 
I. MASTER OF ARTS IN THEATRE PRODUCTION 
• The proposed program has been approved by: 
The Theatre Arts Faculty 
The Dean of Arts and Hmnanities 
The Graduate Council 
The Dean of Graduate Studies and Research 
The Faculty Senate Curriculum Committee 
• It is now offered to the Faculty Senate for approval; then to proceed to the 
Provost, Board of Trustees and HEC Board. 
• It is proposed to begin in June of 1997. Most of the courses are already in 
the catalogue. 
• Tllis is a summer-only, self-support program. 
• Coordinator is Wesley Van Tassel, Chair of Theatre Arts. 
• The M.A. is intended for teachers who have limited skills or training in 
theatre, and who wish to improve their production abilities. 
• The M.A. is 50 credits, including a thesis production wlllch is adjudicated by 
the candidate's committee in the home location. 
• The program is the result of four years of inquiry into regional needs and 
market. There is no sinlllar program in the entire Northwest.. More than 50 
secondary teachers have written endorsement letters and contributed ideas. 
Many of the letters are included in the proposal. 
• The regular CWU theatre arts faculty will teach the program during the 
smnmer months, with specialists from other universities lllred as needed. 
• A maximum often candidates will be enrolled at any one time. Most will 
take four summers plus thesis to complete the degree. Courses will be 
offered in each of the two summer sessions. 
• Please contact the chair if you wish to peruse a copy of the proposal. 
********************************************************************* 
II. A proposal to add a Theatre Management specialization within the B.A. 
major is also offered. 
• This specialization becomes the fifth emphasis area in the undergraduate 
program. 
• The core major is 55 credits; 20 additional credits comprise a specialization. 
• The specialization in Theatre Management offers choices of courses from 
these areas: 
Theatre Arts TH350.1, .2, or .3 5 credits 
ADMG 146 or 5 credits 
ACCT 301 
ECON 101 or 201 5 credits 
MGT 381 or 380 or 5 credits 
~T 360 
for a total of 20 credits 
• All departments involved have approved the program. 
• Theatre management is a viable field today, leading usually to graduate study 
in arts administration. Most jobs are available in not-for-profit arts 
organizations. 
• A copy of the proposal is available from the chair. 
Thank you! 
~~0--1----"---
Central Washington University 
General Fund State and Tuition Revenue 
Fiscal Year 1997 Budget Estimate 
All figures in OOO's 
Fiscal Year 1996-97 
FTE FTE FTE 
Current (+ 94) (+ 94 + 259) 
7339 7433 
Funds: 
State Appropriations 34,130 34,130 
Supplemental Budget 1 '146 * 1,146 
Total State Approps: 35,276 35,276 
Operating Fee: 15,072 15,274 
Total Appropriations & Operating Fee: 50,348 50,550 
Allocations: 
Base(from 1-AIIocns.xls) 49,298 49,298 
Supplemental Budget*" 1,351 1,351 
Library-NonRecurring 886 886 
Total Allocations 51,535 51,535 
Total Approps & Fees less Allocations (1' 187) (985) 
Supplemental Funding: 
1 ,293 Library Funding 
(96) Health Benefits Rate Adjustment 
{39) Loan Fund Error W/EWU ($39) FY96 
.{11}. Bond Payment Reduction{$8) FY96 
1,146 
7692 
34,130 
2,195 
36,325 
15,810 
52,135 
49,298 
1,351 
886 
51,535 
600 
... 
1 ,049 Enrollment Funding State General (Dependent on 259 FTE) 
2,195 Total State General 
5/6/96 1:14PM rev-est 
535 Enrollment Funding Tuition (Dependent on 259 FTE) 
2,730 Total Supplemental Budget FY1996-97 
*"Dr. Nelson's allocations, net of Non-Recurring library 
ENROLLMENT HISTORY FTE 
FY1993-1994 7339 
FY1994-1995 7337 
FY1995-1996 7339 
CENTRAL WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY 
FISCAL YEAR 1996-97 
General Fund State and Tuition Revenue 
INTERNAL ALLOCATIONS 
FY97 
Original Area Adjusted 
Base Allocations 97 Base 
President (EL 1 0) 616 20 636 
Student Affairs (EL 80) 1,525 35 1,560 
University Adv (EL 50) 601 *1 45 646 
Business Affairs (EL 20) 111122 130 11,252 
Academic Affairs (EL 40) 25,592 400 25,992 
COOP Library Recurring 
COOP Library Non-Recurring 
Central Budgets (EL 30) 9,164 9,164 48,620 /6~ 49,250 Base Changes *2 48 
Total FY 97 Base: 49,298 
FY '96 Enroll Shortfall: 
Allocation Reserve: 1,003 / 325 325 493 
Total Allocn +Reserve: 49,623 1,003 49,623 2,730 
*1 University Advancement FY97 BASE Reduced by $73 for internal/annual funding shift 
*2 Base Changes: $48; $8 Mandatory GA Purchasing Revolving Fund Increase and 
$40 Internet Access 
*3 COOP Library Recurring $407: $376 to EL 40 and $31 to EL20 
sdbi 5/6196 1:13 PM 1-AIIOCtls 
Total 
Total Addns 
656 40 
1,660 135 
732 131 
11,352 230 
26,630 1,038 
407 407 
886 886 
9,164 0 
51,487 2,867 
48 48 
(218) 
818 
52,135 2,915 
MEMORANDUM 
TO: Deans' Council, Department Chairs, President's Cabinet 
FROM: Thomas D. Moore~ 
Provost/Vice Presiden( for Academic Affairs 
SUBJECT: 1996-97 Budget Allocation 
DATE: May 13, 1996 
For your information please fmd below the resource allocations for the Academic 
Affairs area for the 1996-97 fiscal year. 'This is not a little money but we all must 
remember that the supplemental allocations are tied to our actual annual 
enrollment. Also note that these allocations may be adjusted as a result of flexible 
planning. 
Initial Allocation: $400,000 
Arts & Humanities, College of the Sciences $210,000 
Business & Economics 85,000 
Education & Professional Studies 1 05.000 
$400,000 
Supplemental Allocation (Enrollment) $522,000 
Arts & Humanities, College of the Sciences $135,000 
Business & Economics 150,000 
Education & Professional Studies 165,000 
Graduate Studies 72.000 
$522,000 
Page Two 
1996-97 Budget Allocation 
Thomas D. Moore 
May 13, 1996 
Control Number on Supplemental 
Allocated to Colleges 
Promotion Estimate 
Distance Ed. WHEN Project 
(Line in Provost Budget) 
Center Goods & Services 
Yakima 4,000 
Wenatchee 2,000 
SeaTac 5,000 
Lynnwood 5,000 
Steilacoom- 2,000 
, Total Allocated 
$688,000 (638,000+50,000 add' I for promotion) 
$522,000 
125.000-
$647,000 
$23,000 
18,000 
$688,000 
Total96-97 Allocations $1,088,000 
Arts & Humanities, College of the Sciences $345,000 
Business & Economics 235,000 
Education & Prof~ssional Studies 270,000 
Graduate Studies 72.000 
Additional Estimated Expenditures 
Promotions 
Centers 
Distance Education 
c: President Ivory Nelson 
·. 
$922,000 
$166,000 
$125,000 
18,000 
23.000 
$166,000 
r 
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CENTRAL WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY 
MEMORANDUM 
Office of the Provost I Vice President 
for Academic Affairs 
TO: Deans Brown, Dauwalder, Murphy and Stacy 
FROM: Thomas D. Moore 'f!J.r< 
Provost/Vice President for Academic Affairs 
SUBJECT: Enrollment Support Allocations 
DATE: May 13, 1996 
Per our fmal discussions regarding proposed budget allocations for support of new enrollments, 
please find below the specific allocations in support of the targeted enrollment/program 
enhancements. These are in support of your stated program priorities with the induced 
enrollment goals noted. Given the need for flexibility and creativity as you move through the 
process, changes based on new information or better program and enrollment mix should be 
considered. Remember benefits must be included as part of your allocation. 
!lni1 
Business & Economics 
' Arts & Humanities 
College of the Sciences 
College of Education & · 
Professional Studies 
Graduate Studies 
Totals 
FTE Enrollment Goal 
75 
75 
95 
256 
Total Allocation 
$150,000 
135,000 
165,000 
72.000 
$522,000 
You will notice that I have only allocated our limited resources to income/student 
enrollment/instructional unitS in order to advance our program and resource goals. 
Thank you-very much for your assistance. Remember this is no reason not to attempt to surpass 
your enrollment target. Think of them as minimum goals to ensure our fiscal integrity. 
c: Don Schliesman 
Vern LaBay 
Barge 302 • 400 E. 8th Avenue • Ellensburg, WA 98926-7503 • 509-963-1400 • FAX 509-963-2025 
EEO/ANTITLE IX INSTITUTION • TDD 509-963-3323 
I 
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STATE OF WASHINGTON 
OFFICE OF FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT 
Insurance Building, PO Box 43113 • Olympia, Washington 98504-3113 • (206) 753-5450 
May 7, 1996 
TO: 
FROM: 
Agency Directors 
Agency Budget Officers 
Gary Robinso~~ · 
Acting Director 
RECEIVED 
MAY f 0 l~~··i 
PRESIDENT'S OFFICE 
SUBJECT: 1997-99 OPERATING BUDGET INSTRUCTIONS (PUB. #B-96-01) 
Along with this memorandum, your agency will be receiving instructions from the Office of 
Financial Management (OFM) for preparation of your operating budget request for the 1997-99 
Biennium. These instructions mark the beginning of a process ofbudget development that will 
culminate in Governor Lowry's December budget recommendation to the 1997 Legislature. · 
• Integrating strategic planning and expected outcomes with funding requests submitted by state 
.. ~ :-...--...~,-----
agencies. 
• Encoura · a encies to refine their performance measures to ensure that they are consistent 
with their long:.tenn strateSJC p ans, mtss1on. an core operatmg v u~ 
• Forging a collaborative process for developing and reviewing expected outcomes that invoh·:es 
agencies, OFM and legislative staff. 
These new elements will provide a perspective on expenditure data that will help both policy 
makers and the general public answer fundamental questions about how to prioritize funding at a 
time of increasing constraints on public resources. In addition, this process will provide a forum 
for state agencies to explain their purpose and direction, and to support their decisions with 
objective data that demonstrate the benefits provided to the public. 
All Agencies 
May 7, 1996 
Page2 
The central challenge of any budget is to make effective use of limited resources. Because agency 
expenditure requests often exceed available revenue, statewide budget decisions involve a difficult 
balancing of resources and need. For this reason, agencies are encouraged to focus their budget 
requests on maintenance of critical services, new initiatives that demonstrate tangible benefits to 
the state, an~ PfOPO~~s that result from downsizing or elimination oflower priority activities. 
If you have apy questions about these instructions, please contact the OFM budget analyst listed 
in Appendix D. · lwould encourage you to involve your OFM analyst early in your internal budget 
development process to help resolve any issues that might arise. I look forward to a cooperative 
effort between our agencies in the next several months. 
gr:cb 
Attachment 
·. 
·. 
I SECTION 3 BUDGET FORMS ~ 
The instructions in this section provide preparation guidelines and format for each of 
the required components of an agency budget submittal. 
3.1 Agency Strategic Plans and General Budget 
Narrative 
Intent 
A. budget submittal communicates information relevant to major policy and resource 
decisions for the ensuing biennium. This infonnation takes various forms, including an 
agency's strategic plan for the future, descriptions of the agency's activities, and the 
measures against which an agency's performance can be measured. Budget narrative 
should be succinct and proposed changes to the agency's budget should be clearly 
linked to the agency's vision and plan for the future. 
3.1.1 Strategic_Pian Format 
Definition: Strategic Plan 
A long term comprehensive plan that represents an integrated set of decisions and 
actions designed to ensure that the intended goals and objectives of an agency are met. 
As part of the budget submittal, agencies will provide to the Governor and the 
Legislature strategic plans describing the organization's mission, goals and objectives 
in the context of expected strategies for the next six years (Fiscal Years 1998-2003). 
For maximum communication benefit, strategic plans and related financial information 
should be presented in a format and style easily understood by a general audience. 
The strategic plan presented with the budget document is expected to be a summary of 
more detailed plans developed by the agency. Agencies that are not yet engaged in 
strategic planning can use the suggested format on page 18 to get started this year. 
Strategic planning, according to experts, requires time and long-term commitment, but 
given the new legal requirements it is imperative that all agencies begin to define their 
missions and link budget proposals to a broad sense of the agency's planned 
accomplishments and future direction. 
As noted, it is intended that agencies look out six years, which is roughly equivalent to 
the timeframe defined by the balanced federal budget outlook. It is expected that 
disCussions of future plans will be more general than the narrative and fiscal 
information related to the 1997-99 Biennium. The intent is to generate some broad 
discussion of trends and expectations in the later years of the plan. 
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Agencies that already have strategic plans ·should consult with their OFM budget 
analyst to make sure that the existing plan satisfies OFM's requirements for the budget 
submittal. In general, if a plan meets the, legal requirements in ESSB .6680 by 
including a mission, goals, objectives and performance measures, and also shows a 
coherent, high-level plan for future resource needs (i.e. a financial plan), OFM will 
accept it. For purposes of this budget submittal, the term "strategic planning" is 
defined by the text of these instructions, and every effort will be made to coordinate 
these requirements with existing agency efforts as long as the required elements are 
recognizably present in the agency budget submittal. 
3.1.2 Elements of the Strategic Plan Presentation 
Required Elements of a Strategic Plan 
• agency mission, including the statutory authority 
• major strategies for carrying out the agency mission 
• goals 
• objectives, and related timelines 
• performance measures 
• financial plan·(current funding, general discussion of future funding needs) 
• appraisal of external environment (e.g. economy, demographics) 
Other Desirable Inclusions 
• risks, obstacles and opportunities that the agency is· facing 
• internal resource assessment (e.g. skills, technology) 
• alternative strategies 
• evaluation methods 
A definition of each element of the agency strategic plan is provided below: 
Agency Mission 
An agency's mission is its reason for existence, described in general terms that capture 
its unique purpose and functions. 
Example: 71ze Department of Natural Resources owns, manages and regulates public 
and private lands, and the minerals on and within these lands, for revenue production 
and stewardship of state natural resources. 
Statutory Authority Statement 
The authority statement is a brief reference to the enabling legislation or statutes that 
authorize the establishment and operation of agency programs. Revised Code of 
14 
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Washington (RCW) citations should be used when available. List the various RCW 
citations, along with the program or groups of program activities authorized. 
Example: RCW 43.185 authorizes the creation of the Housing Assistance Program. 
Major Strategies 
Major strategies establish broad themes for how an agency plans to accomplish its 
mission. The distinction between ~primary strategy" and ~goal" can be subtle, since 
both· are high-level statements of direction and purpose; a strategy is an action, while a 
goal is a desired outcome. 
Example: Conduct ongoing geological surveys and inspections of public and private 
lands which are used to describe the state's geology, examine and quantify natural 
mineral resources, and prepare and publish infonnation relating to the mineral wealth 
of the state. 
Goals 
Goals are statements. of purpose that identify a desired result. Goals further detail an 
agency's mission, and tie to specific major strategies identified by the agency. 
Example: Contribute to the economic and environmental well being of State lands by 
administering and enforcing regulations penaining to surface mining, metals 
extraction and milling, oil and gas exploratory drilling, and geothennal resource 
production. 
Objectives and Timelines 
Objectives are intermediary steps toward a goal, and are specific and measurable 
within a specified time period. 
Example: 1.) Complete an updated paper map coverage of the location of mineral 
and mining resources in the entire State by June 30, 1998. 
2.) Have 75 percent of all suiface mines and 100 percent of all metal mines in 
compliance with environmental operating regulations by June 30, 1999. 
Financial Plan (current funding, future funding needs) 
For the purposes of an agency's strategic plan, the financial plan is a brief narrative 
d~ption of how well the agency's current funding matches its goals, and how future 
funding needs will change, based upon the strategic plan. 
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Performance Measures 
Definition: Performance Measure 
A quantitative indicator that programs or services are directly contributing to the 
achievement of an agency's strategic plan. This includes indicators of a program's or 
activity's inputs, output, outcomes, productivity, timeliness, and/or quality. 
Agencies should identify performance measures that link to the major elements of 
their strategic plan (major strategies, goals and objectives). As ·agencies refme and 
revisit the performance measures developed in 1994, they should focus on developing 
a manageable number of useful indicators, rather than attempting a large quantity of 
performance measures. See Sections 3.1.4 and 3.1.5 and Appendix A for more detail 
on creating performance measures. · 
In order to help ensure that the performance measures that agencies produce are useful 
to the budget process, agencies should meet with their OFM and legislative budget 
analysts to discuss which measures they plan to use. OFM and legislative budget 
analysts will help the agency determine which measures are best for budgetary 
purposes. 
Agencies should attempt to create and use performance measures that provide 
meaningful indicators of progress toward accomplishing the goals and objectives 
identified in strategic plans. Budget proposals should be explained, where practicable, 
in terms of performance. · · 
Performance measures in this budget are categorized into three types: 
• Outcome Measures (impact) - What results were achieved? 
• Output Measures (workload) - How much was done? 
• Efficiency Measures (inputs/outputs)- How productively w~ it done? 
Each of these types must be represented in the performance measures submitted by 
agencies. , 
Criteria for selecting performance measures: 
• close connection, to agency mission, objectives and strategies 
• focus of major agency efforts 
• possible to measure With a reasonable degree of accuracy 
• not significantly corrupted by external factors 
• easy to understand 
16 
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Appraisal of External Environment (e.g. economy, demographics) 
It is important for decision-makers to understand the environment in which the 
agency's programs must operate. Is the client population growing? How do potential 
changes in the economy affect the client group, or the demand on the agency's 
services? The agency should provide a clear, concise description of the effect that the 
external environment has on the agency and its programs. · 
Alternative Strategies 
It may be relevant to describe in the strategic plan the alternative strategies considered 
by the agency, that the agency chose not to adopt. In most cases, decision-makers will 
be interested in understanding why the agency chose the major strategy that it did and 
not an alternative. · 
·. 
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